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Wanderers&Scribes::Bund::planetary::Be
these work as clubs all of equal importance. Each of us represents one of these 

as our own elemental lodge.
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III°::Essene:Zealot

Grand Master::Indigo:Cube::SN:Mercury::Gemini:Virgo::Neschamah

Open only to Masons of the York Rite. to join consult

the Dead Sea Scrolls, Nag Hammadi, Josephus and Gnostic Apocrypha.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

IV°::Templar:Knight:Zion
Ambassador::Orange:Octahedron::WN:Venus::Taurus:Libra::Ruach

Open only to Masons of the Scottish Rite.

to join consult “Morals and Dogma” by Albert Pike &/or other such literature.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

V°::Regal:Rosicrucians

Regional::Blue:Isocahedron::EM:Mars::Aries:Scorpio::Nefesh

Open to the "Argentum Astrum" or outer three degrees of co-masonry (OES)

to join consult the Zohar Bereshit B, the Book of Enki, Genesis Apocrypha.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VI°::Perfected:Illuminati

District::Yellow:Dodecahedron::G:Jupiter::Pisces:Saggitarius::Chiah

Open only to the members who are advanced into the Golden Dawn.

to join consult the Book(s) of Enoch, John Dee and the Golden Dawn.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VII°::Bohemian:Camp

Area::Green:Tetrahedron::T:Saturn::Aquarius:Capricorn::Jechidah

Open only to co-members of the OTO.

to join consult Liber Vel Legis, 777 & other works by Aleister Crowley.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



what is the "bund" of the Pythagorean Order of Death?

INTRO: Why are there not 5 Popes?

In looking at the Papal Ruins in the Reliquary Garden along the Way of the Dead in 
Atlantis as a domed gazebo with five arches supported by ten pillars sitting on five 
benches, it could have easily been speculated - by the earliest Knights of Zion who 
discovered their designs written down and hidden in the catacombs and caverns 
below the Dome of the Rock above the Temple Mount in Jerusalem, Semitic Palestine - 
that there were originally meant to be five Popes in the Order of Death as it was 
conceived of by Pythagoras, rather than the lone Pope of the Catholic Church begun 
by Jesus and conferred by him to it’s second Pope, Peter Peso. However, this would 
have been a mis-interpretation by any of those first Knights of Zion to find the  
apocryphal writings by Jesus himself, along with the rest of the artifacts that had 
already been buried there.

The schematic design of the Reliquary Gardens, where the  Papal Ruins of a gazebo 
were found at the centre, was already distinguished, by the lifetime of Christ, to have 
been constructed, fallen, and abandoned long before the time period when, much 
later, the Papal gazebo was erected, and this gazebo was already very old when the 
Essene Zealots of Qumran re-discovered it.

Because the gazebo was scaled for the size of contemporary people, the Essenes 
assumed the ruins could have been erected no sooner than the dawn of the three 
species, before the flood, when the average height of homo-sapiens was said to be 
less than that of their cromagnon and neanderthal brother species. It was said, at the 
time when the Essenes re-discovered these ruins some 2,500 years ago, that the 
earliest homo-sapiens must have erected the Papal gazebo some 7,000 years before 
then, over top of the Atlantean Senate, which had already crumbled down to only its 
core foundation. 

The Atlantean Senate’s foundation stretching across a much larger area than the 
scale conveyed by the ruins of the Papal gazebo found at its centre led the Knights of 
Zion to believe, some 1,000 years after the Essenes became Zealots, that the entire 
structure was larger due to its serving at the same size-scale for the species known to 
have inhabited the area earlier than the first homo-sapiens, who shared it with 
neanderthals and, later, cromagnons, followed by the flood.

The earliest hominids had migrated into the area where the Senate ruins were found, 
out of northern Africa, some 12,000 years before the Templars found the Atlantean 
ruins, around 500 years after the Essenes became Zealots when they re-discovered 
the ruins in a cave beneath the ruins of Solomon’s first temple to YHVH, which had 
been destroyed there 500 years before the Essenes, when the Babylonian captivity 
began.

Thus, their scale was believed to reflect their age because the height of the 
Australopithecean and “Lucy” hominid species who combined to create the three 
later species of sentient hominids - cromagnons, neanderthals and the earliest, 
predeluvial homo-sapiens - was said by the scriptures of the Essenes known to the 
Zionist Knights to have been very tall (cf. the Zohar, Bereshith Beth, chapter 58, 
where the upper 4 layers of excavations at that site are described as the worlds below 
the Holy of Holies, the lowest of which was dated to the time of the Garden of Eden).



This means the ruins of the Senate building, the pentagonal base of the 
Dodecahedronal structure itself, must be covering an entire area below the modern-
day city of Jerusalem at a level of around 40 - 50 feet below the current surface on top 
of which are the modern city’s streets and floors. This would be a level about 4 stories 
below the Al Aqsa Mosque, which sits atop a plateau  uphill from the ruins of the 
second temple “Wailing Wall,” and which is said to be the highest peak of Mt. Zion, 
where Abraham once went to sacrifice Isaac, his son, some 6,500 years ago.

The lodestone altar Abraham found on the spot, however, was said to have since been 
moved (before being re-moved by Mohammed) to the city of Mecca, and is now called 
the re-placed “black stone” at the eastern corner of the Kaaba, the cubical building 
erected by Abraham and Ishmael in the area of Saudi-Arabia between Sumer and the 
Persian Gulf, north-east of Egypt. This lode-stone was also the cap-stone of the ben-
ben, which in turn was the cap-stone of the “great pyramid” of Khephren called 
Cheops on the Giza plateau, the largest pyramid still standing today.

Likewise, the dimensions of the sarcophagus lid of Pacal Votan are the same as the 
missing lid of the tomb of Cheops in the King’s Chambre inside the “great pyramid” 
of Giza in Egypt. However, we are told also, there were two “tablets of testimony” - 
one was the “QBLH” or “shew-shem,” the tomb-stone of Cheops in Egypt, that Moses 
smashed atop Mt. Horeb some 3,500 years ago; the other was the “Table of the Law” 
containing the 10 Commandments that was placed in the “Ark of the Covenant” and 
carried into the lands of Gaza by the invading Hebrews following Moses’ death, and 
was later enshrined in the “Holy of Holies,” the inner-most room inside the first 
Temple to YHVH built in Jerusalem some 3,000 years ago, however it was supposedly 
stolen by Menelik, the son of King Solomon, and re-moved to a church built on an 
island near modern Axum, in Ethiopian Africa, south of Egypt, at the source of the 
river Nile that runs northward near the Giza plateau.

Because the “QBLH” stones were broken apart by Moses at Mt. Horeb, there were 
three stones, each the size of the sarcophagus lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan. The 
other two stones remain enshrined in Axum, and their surfaces un-seen by anyone, 
while the way the lid of Pacal Votan could be traced back to Mt. Horeb in the Sinai 
penninusla in the middle-east remains to elude the minds of all as well.

However, the engravings on the two “Tables of the Law” in Axum are known to the 
modern Order of Death, and so we know them to contain certain seals on one side, 
found nowhere else in all other known forms of writing.

Thus, the “Tables of the Law,” broken in two apart from the “QBLH” (or lid of the 
tombs of Cheops and Pacal) stone, and inscribed by Moses with the 10 Commandments, 
are in Axum, but each is only half the size of the lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan, 
which is a Mayan replica of the stone originally used as the lid of the tomb of Cheops, 
in the “great pyramid” of Giza in Egypt. The lid of Mayan Pacal’s tomb is also about 
the size of the Incan “gateway of the sun,” dedicated to their God Viracocha in the 
city he supposedly founded, Tiwanaku, all in S. America. Because the founding of the 
Nascans in South America corresponds, chronologically, with the “great flood” of the 
Mesopotamian region, around 8,000 years ago, and because the end of the Nascans 
ushered in the original Inca some 3,500 years ago, there is either a strongly 
correspondent development of cultures in Africa and the middle-east on one hand 
and in South and Meso-America on the other, or else there was some degree of trans-
Atlantic trade prior to the “discovery of America” by Europeans some 1,500 years ago, 
by which time the Inca had become an empire.



This is why it should not be surprising to find similar stone carvings, of identical size 
to one another, in various cultures around the entire globe, regardless of direct 
cross-cultural trade.

The myths at these locations explain the origins of these stones thus:

Around 8,000 years before now, as I write this, a comet fell to earth, breaking into six 
pieces as it did so, and this caused the “world flood” of Mesopotamia, that deposited a 
layer of silt across the region as far north as the peat-bogs of the British Isles in 
north-western Europe, far to the north of Egypt in Africa, and far north-west of 
Mesopotamia, ancient Sumeria, modern Iraq. Several remains of this comet, 
comprised of a strongly metal-attracting ore called magnetite, were discovered by 
ancient peoples across these regions, and enshrined as the ben-ben stone of the 
“great pyramid” and the lid of the tomb of Cheops within it. The ben-ben’s lode-stone 
has since been removed to become the corner-stone of the Kaaba in Mecca, Saudi-
Arabia, while the lid of the tomb of Cheops, whose upper-side is replicated as the lid 
of the Mayan Pacal Votan, has since been split into two pieces, now housed in Axum.

The lid of Pacal Votan or of Cheops, which also once served as a door on the “gateway 
of the sun” in Tiwanaku, was supposedly given to Noah by Enoch prior to the flood, 
and contained a map of how to find the underground tombs of Enoch and his 
ancestors back to Adam, buried below Mt. Zion in what is, today, the city of Jerusalem.

The ben-ben capstone of the “great pyramid” of Giza, now enshrined within the 
Kaaba, in Mecca, Saudi Arabia, was part of this comet, and served by its strong 
magnetic pull as a magnet that pointed toward other locations of the comet’s original 
shards when they were close to it.

It was said that with Adam, in the lowest or ninth chambre of the underground tombs 
of Enoch, was buried something else that was magnetic, that would be attracted 
toward by the magnetic shards of the comet.

Enoch’s own tomb was the third above Adam’s, and would be about 7 stories deep 
underground, below the surface of modern-day Jersualem city. Enoch had been king 
of the city that had stood on the site of the modern-day city of Jerusalem, some 8,500 
years ago.

Just as, in the modern Scottish Rite Free-Masonry’s “Perfect Elect” degree’s 
knowledge-lecture, it describes how the Builders of Solomon’s Temple explored the 
underground tomb of Enoch before erecting the first temple to YHVH above it, it is 
said that modern Masonry possesses this story only because of the Knights Templar, 
who discovered it by exploring the stables of King Baldwin the second of 
contemporary Jerusalem, which were located at that time above the ruins of the 
second temple on Mt. Zion.

Apparently, according to the modern Scottish Rite Freemasonry’s knowledge-lecture, 
inside the altar of Enoch’s own chambre, 7 stories below the stables of King Baldwin 
II, was discovered a gold triangle inlaid on top of a cube-stone (“ashlar”) of agate. 
The “Enochian delta,” or triangle containing within it the Hebrew letter “Yod,” is a 
Masonic symbol now for the name of God. The 5 X 4 talisman found on the “Enochian 
delta” by the Knights Templar who re-doscovered Enoch’s tomb toward the end of the 
first Crusade, according to the modern Scottish Rite of Freemasonry, contains the 
“name of God” written in the “Enochian” language and was studied by Dr. John Dee 
some 500 years ago, and by the Golden Dawn occult group some 100 years before now.



The capstone of the Papal gazebo, built over the ruins of the Atlantean senate 
building, dates to the era of Noah, when the tombs of his ancestors, Methusaleh in the 
top-most, were buried beneath the waters of the flood.

The “Dome of the Rock” upon Al-Aqsa mosque atop the summit of Mt. Zion now sits 
above where the builders of Solomon’s temple first found this 5-sided “capstone” 
some 2,500 years ago.

The capstone was removed by a FreeMason on the temple and handed over to Hiram 
Abiff, the temple’s Grand Architect from Tyre, who served as over-seer on its 
construction second only to King Solomon himself. However, before Hiram could 
show the cap-stone to the King, the architect was murdered by three of his workers, 
as acted out in the third degree ritual of blue-lodge Free Masonry even to this day.

Some Masons believe the “ben-ben” or Kaaba lode-stone, used as an altar on Mt. Zion 
by Abraham, to be the same as the “missing cap-stone of Masonry.” However, the 
lode-stone now in Mecca is a fragment of the comet that struck during the life-time 
of Noah, while the “cap-stone” of the underground dome housing the tombs of the 
dead family from Methusaleh, at the top, to Adam, at the lowest, levels, was placed 
prior to the comet’s crash and the resultant “world flood” of Mesopotamia.

Thus, the “cap-stone” that was discovered by the worker on Solomon’s temple, that of 
the upper-most dome of the Papal gazebo’s ruins, was a hewn, 5-sided stone, placed 
there around 8,000 years ago.

It was this stone that was rediscovered by the worker on Solomon’s temple, while the 
lode-stone, the corner-stone of the Kaaba at Mecca, is a shard of the comet. It was said 
this first stone was used as the cap-stone of the archway of entrance to the Holy of 
Holies in the Temple of Solomon, above and between the east-wall’s twin Masonic 
pillars of Jachin (the black pillar to the south) and Boaz (the white pillar to the 
north), which were, themselves, hollowed out and contained many treasures, 
including the “shamir” or cutting device used to hew the stones of the Temple, which 
had, before being stolen from Egypt, supposedly also been used to hew the stones of 
the “great pyramid.”

Just as the ben-ben stone became the magnetite Kaaba stone in Mecca, so too did the 
cap-stone of the tomb of Enoch become the “missing cap-stone” of Christian Free 
Masonry. Just as the lid of the tomb of Cheops became the twin tables of the law, each 
written on half of the original stone replicated by the lid of the tomb of Pacal Votan 
in S. America, so too did the twin pillars of Solomon’s temple  replicate the “twin 
pillars” of Atlantis that were once shown to Solon (the Greek philosopher who lived 
some 3,500 years before now) inside a cave beneath the Giza plateau.

Thus, the origin of the cap-stone above the arched dome design dates back to the era 
of Enoch prior to the Mesopotamian “world flood,”  when it was buried at ground 
level by the silt of the flood; but the contents of the lowest grave, that of the era of 
Adam, Enoch’s grand-father through Seth - even three levels deeper than where the 
first Free Masons found the “Enochian delta” inscribed with the 20 Enochian letters 
of the name of God, symbolised now by the Hebrew letter “Yod” - were contained the 
original “twin pillars” of Atlantis. The “twin pillars” shown to Solon where these 
same pillars, the so-called “stele of Seth,” which had, by then, been removed from 
Adam’s tomb in Mt. Zion and hidden inside a grotto beneath Giza and the pyramid 
tombs of three pharoahs.



These were replicated in brass as the “twin pillars” of Jachin and Boaz in Solomon’s 
temple to YHVH, but had also been replicated by Enoch in the forms of “twin pillars” 
of brass and granite. Etched into the granite pillar was a map to his tomb below Mt. 
Zion, and upon the brass pillar was engraven all the arts and sciences. Thus, because 
the granite pillar was eroded by the flood, of Enoch’s “twin pillars,” only the brass 
copy survived. It was from this pillar, re-smelted at the time of the building of 
Solomon’s temple, that the hollow “twin pillars” Jachin and Boaz were made.

The original placement of the “twin pillars” of Atlantis into the tomb of Adam 
occured only when Adam was buried, in the time of the life of his grand-son, Enoch, 
however these pillars were made of a stone-like metal called “orichalc” (in Greek, as 
explained to Solon by the Egyptian priests) or “Zro” (in the  Enochian language) and 
were much older than even Adam himself at the time of his death in Enoch, and thus 
existed prior to the flooding of Atlantis. They may indeed be the very same pillars 
inscribed by Adam with the “Book of Raziel” dictated to him by an angel following 
the expulsion of mankind from Paradise in Eden.

The 5-sided “missing capstone” of Free Masonry, the capstone used between the 
hollow bronze pillars of Jachin and Boaz on the east wall of Solomon’s Temple, as well 
as the “Ark of the Covenant,” or golden box once containing the “Tables of the Law” 
on which are engraven the 10 Commandments of Moses, kept in the Holy of Holies in 
Solomon’s temple, were all stolen during the looting of the Temple around 3,000 years 
ago, when the Hebrews were taken into captivity in Babylon. These items have since 
disppeared, and although legends abound among Masons and Rosicrucians that the 
Ark was recovered in the catacombs below the second temple ruins by the Knights 
Templar, the “missing capstone” of modern Free Masons, i.e. the cap-stone of the 
tomb of Enoch used above the eastern entrance to the Holy of Holies in Solomon’s 
temple, remians “missing” to this day. Therefore, it is only by studying all of this 
“occult” or “esoteric” history, denied to the majority of students in almost all 
traditional schools, that we, in the modern Order of Death, can come to comprehend 
the fact it even had 5 sides.

However, when we speak of the 7 relic stones within the modern Order, we include 
this pentagonal “cap-stone” among the rest with the others just discussed - the twin 
tables of the law, in Axum, that re-combine to form the single saphire stone called 
QBLH, enrgaven while in the “great pyramid” of Cheops with a similar depiction to 
the sarcophagus lid of Pacal Votan, in Palenque; the orichalc or “Zro” metallic stone 
pillars of Atlantis during the youth of Adam following the expulsion from Eden, 
which were housed beneath the “great pyramid” of Cheops around 2,500 years ago; 
and the ben-ben capstone of the “great pyramid” that is now the lodestone of Kaaba.

Orichalc, unlike brass, is magnetic. Thus, it was the “twin pillars” of Atlantis, buried 
with Adam by Enoch, that were attracted toward by the lodestone comet’s shard, now 
enshrined in Mecca. It was this “lodestone,” the “shamir,” that had hewn the stones 
of the “great pyramid,” and was placed atop it as its “ben-ben” stone. The lodestone of 
the Kaaba at Mecca is attracted toward the orichalc pillars of Atlantis like a compass.

The lid of Pacal’s sarcophagus in Palenque contains the Mayan re-copying of the 
information engraven on the brass pillar of Enoch, based, partially, on Adam’s 
engraven “twin pillars” of Atlantis. This brass pillar of Enoch was re-smelted into 
the “twin pillars” of Solomon’s temple, Jachin and Boaz, at the same time the orichalc 
pillars in Adam’s grave were taken to the grotto below Giza.

The “twin pillars” of orichalc, containing the Book of Raziel written in the language 



of Adam in Atlantis, were only taken to this grotto in Egypt some 3,500 years ago, 
when Solomon’s temple was built and when they were seen there by Solon the Greek. 
However, the “great pyramid” itself had been built much sooner than this, some 5,500 
years ago, and had already been standing for an entire aeon when the Atlantean 
“twin pillars” were placed beneath them. The reason the “twin pillars” of Atlantis 
were taken to Egypt from below Mt. Zion is not now known, and remains, along with 
the location of the “lost Ark” of the Covenant, the “twin pillars” of Jachin and Boaz 
and the “missing capstone” of Free Masonry, a mystery to this day.

While many are yet unaware of it, the lid of Pacal’s sarcophagus in Palenque is based 
on QBLH, the lid of Cheop’s tomb in the “great pyramid” of Giza, which in turn 
became the twin “tables of the Law” of Moses. Known to even fewer people are the 
seals of the Atlantean Kings engraven on QBLH’s under-side, which are now on the 
reverse sides from the 10 Commandments of Moses of the twin “tables of the Law.”

The 7 “Atlantean Kings” were the 7 “Chief Executives” of Atlantean Demoracy, and 
they ruled from “10 places,” the continents at that time (including also Atlantis and 
Lemuria), just as in the pre-deluvial portion of the Babylonian King’s List, 10 kings 
ruled in 7 places. The chief executives are always comprised of 7 members, 1 of whom 
serves as the Lemurian Pope of Atlantis. Thus, the seals of the 7 Atlantean Kings or 
“Chief Executives” show us now the signatures of the 7 representatives from the 7 
continents, any one of whom could have been serving at that time as the Pope.

1. the 5 "bund" degrees of the modern POD

Within the international conspiracy of psychics called the “Order of Death,” among 
the Pythagoreans who preserve the knowledge of Atlantean Democratic ideals, there 
are 5 political parties that all exist simultaneously. The combination of all these 
simultaneously existing political parties into one concept of there needing to be 5 
political parties in existence simultaneosuly, we in the POD call the 5 “bund degrees.”

The “bund degrees” form the second “set” or “level” in the POD’s “degree system,” 
and thus are comparable to the second sets of all existing mystery schools. The 
equivalent in York Rite Free Masonry is the Royal Arch Mason; in Scottish Rite Free 
Masonry it is equivalent to the Lodge of Perfection and Chapter of Rose Croix degrees 
(4-14 and 15-18 respectively); among the Illuminati or Perfectibilists of Adam 
Weishaupt, the “bund” set in the POD would be equivalent to the Classes of the Lesser 
and the Greater Mysteries, the 2, so-called “intermediary” degrees (between the 2 
“preparatory degrees” and the single “Class of the Mysteries”); likewise, the POD’s 
“bund degrees” would be equivalent to the “R.R. et A.C.” meaning the order of the 
Ruby Rose and Golden Cross, the so-called “Adeptus Degrees” (grades 5=7 to 7=5); and 
in the modern OTO the POD’s “bund degrees” section would be equivalent to the 
“Lover  Triad” (from degrees V - VII). In York Rite the Royal Arch is comprised of 4 
steps on a ladder; in Scottish Rite, the “philosophical” grades are 15 in number; in 
the Illuminati, the 2 Intermediary degrees were of first, three religious castes and 
second, one, 5-7 member political camp, called the Council of Areopagites; the Golden 
Dawn’s “Rosicrucian” set is comprised of 3 “Adeptus” degrees; and the OTO’s “Lover 
Triad” has 3 degrees. Likewise, so too does the “second set” in the “degree system” of 
the POD, the so-called “bund degrees,” have 5 individual degrees.

The 5 “bund” degrees of the modern POD are comprised of the 5 current “mystery 
schools,” “esoteric and occult” or “secret societies”: the York and Scottish Rites of 
Free Masonry, the Illuminati, the Golden Dawn and lastly the modern OTO.



1a. the 5 ages of 400 years each

Although all 5 different sects or political parties of the POD’s 5 “bund degrees” exist 
today, they came into existence in a chronological order. Thus, as each one began, it 
began as the last or newest in the sequence, and as each ended, it went from the 
lowest or oldest in the seuqence to being forgotten to practise and left to history texts.

So, when the “new age” of the “Essene Zealots” began, it was 2,000 years ago, and so, 
in 400 years from now, will it finally end. Likewise, 1,600 years before now, the “war 
age” of the “Knights of Zion” began, so in 800 years will it end. Likewise, 1,200 years 
ago, the “dark age” of the “Regal Rosicrucians” began, and 1200 years from now it 
will end. Likewise, 800 years ago, “dawn age” age of the “Perfected Illuminati” 
began, and so in another 16,000 years it will cease. Again, and finally, the “death 
age” of the “Bohemian Camp” began some 400 years before now, and will only end 
after another 1,600 years pass. After another 2,000 years after now, the influence of 
the OTO of Aliester Crowley of today will have become a religion as powerful later on 
as is Christianity today. Then, it too will wilt.

The era we live in now sees the “new age” reflected as the York Rite Free Masons, the 
“war age” as the Scottish Rite Free Masons, the “dark age” as the Illuminati, the 
“dawn age” as the Golden Dawn, and the “death age” as the OTO (Ordo Templi Orientis). 
This era began in the year 2,000, which we Pythagoreans of the Order of Death call 
the year “(+) 2000 Year Pythagoras” (or YP), and will end 400 years from now, when 
the Essenes cease being represented at all, and the York Rite of Free Masonry will 
have withered and passed out of use.

1a1. the "new age" of Essene Gnosticism

As was mentioned briefly, each of the 5 current “bund” groups of the POD exists 
simultaneosuly; however each begins in a chronological order before one group and 
after another. The oldest current group in the POD’s “bund” are the York Rite of Free 
Masons, who preserve a predominantly “Christian” themed interpretation of rituals. 
Their rituals do, indeed, date back to contemporary with the life-time of Christ, 
however were begun some 500 years before this, when the Essene Zadokite Cohenim 
(including the true royal blood-line of direct descendents from King David of Israel) 
were banished from Jerusalem and replaced by first the Nazarite Maccabeans 
(during the construction of the second temple), and later the Herodian Hasmonean 
dynasties (who ruled during the majority of the Roman occupation of Palestine, until 
the destruction of the second temple and the beginning of the Hebrew diaspora). The 
Essenes were believers in the religion of Gnosticism, which was a Hellenistic era, 
loose-knit syncretism of Greek, Hebrew and Egyptian concepts, later declared a 
“heresy” by the early fathers of the Christian church. By now, 2,000 years after the 
life-time of Christ, the Essene’s Gnostic religion is reflected only in the slightly more 
“Christian” interpretation of the Masonic rituals of the York Rite of Free Masonry. 
Meanwhile, though the numbers of brothers in York Rite Masonry worldwide is one 
sum, the numbers of people who consider themselves adherents of the “Christian” 
religion is very high. This is because as any new “bund” group begins, it is more 
political in nature, and because any older “bund” group is more religious towards its 
end. For this reason nowadays the “Christian” faith stresses less the number of 
degrees in its hierarchy, and focuses more on the open concept that “anyone can be 
like Jesus.” Of course, the Catholic Pope has long been opposed to “secret societies,” 
most of all Free Masonry, for their rituals being “heretical” and blasphemous hold-
overs from the Albigensian Gnostic era, some 1,600 years before today.



1a2. the "war age" of the Templar Crusades

The Templar Knights were formed around 1,600 years ago, during the latter half of 
the first Crusade. From then until 1,200 years ago there was constant conflict 
between the Catholic Papacy and Holy Roman Emperors in the west, in Europe, and 
the Greek Orthodox Patriarchs and other “pagan heretics” from Asia on the other. 
This was the era between the Council of Nicea and the beginning of the European era 
of Feudalism, of vassals and serfdom. Throughout this entire time the Christian faith 
struggled within and against itself for territory as the single Pope of Rome caused a 
schism between the Roman Catholics in the west and the Orthodox Christians in the 
east resulting from the descision by one of the Roman Popes to begin the first 
Crusade to retake the Holy Lands. The Templars were a single order of Knights, and 
the Hospitallers another, however when the Templars were purged for learning 
Gnosticism in Jerusalem, their holdings were merged with the Hosptialler Knights 
Order into the, then new Order of the Knights of Malta, named for an island in the 
Mediterranean Sea. From the time of their founding as the Priory of Zion, until their 
dissolution as Templars into the order of Knights of Malta, there was constant war in 
the Holy Lands between invading Catholic and local Orthodox Christians, against the 
Muslim Semitic Arabs of Palestine at first, but by the end, against the growing 
number of Gnostic European Jews and Gothic gypsies, accused of “witch-craft” and 
“wizardry” during the Dark Ages.

1a3. the "dark age" of the Regal Rosicrucians

Between 1,200 and 800 years ago, all Europe suffered a “mini-ice age” during the 
“Maudner minimum” of the sunspot cycle, which had only restarted again in the 
year zero, and which is once again at its peak now, around 2000 years later. During 
this time, since called the “Dark Age” or the “Medieval era,” the political structure 
was top-down feudal dictatorship, with the one Catholic Pope ruling the many kings 
or Holy Roman Emperors, the kings holding court to many land-owning, taxed vassals 
each of whom owned land-working debt-slaves called serfs. The form of government 
established was thus a Papal Monarchy, where the Pope was the sole military dictator 
over all, and so all were ambitious to hold the position of a Prince. Following from 
this era came a movement to overthrow, or at least over-turn, all the Monachies of 
continental Europe, and to deprive each of these nations of the free resources from 
their conquered collonies. By now, some 800 years following the end of the Dark Age 
era of the Rosicrucian cult, it is recalled in its current embodiment only vaguely, as 
though mixed up archetypes occuring in a dream, and fairy-tale replaces history.

1a4. the "dawn age" of the Perfected Illuminati

At the end of the Dark Age in Europe John Dee was born, and under him were 
codefied all the degrees that would, by now, become Free Masonry, in a single degree 
system, now known as the Golden Dawn, then called “Rosicrucianism.” Rosicrucians 
were “idealists” opposed to rational, objective, pragmatic “realists,” who ended the 
Feudal era following the works not of John Dee, but of Niccolo Machievelli. From 400 
to 200 years ago, this form of Roscicrucianism successfully attempted to undermine 
and weaken the authority of the single Pope over all Catholicism at all costs, and thus 
they eventually established their own correspondent militias against the Papal Jesuit 
“army of Jesus,” and these infiltrated Masonic Lodges with contemporary political 
idealogies, from the time-period of the Jacobins in France, Carbonari in Italy, and the 
Rites of Memphis and Mizraim in Spain until the time when discussing politics was 
banned in all Blue Masonic Lodge meetings. Thus, the “Illuminati” of 200 years ago.



1a5. the "death age" of the Bohemian OTO

Around 1900 there began to be a series of archealogical and anthropological 
discoveries that were very important to the burgeoining intelligentsia of the neaveu 
“middle class.” These included documents that have, by now, essentially shattered the 
credibillity of the Catholic Papacy, such as the Nag Hammadi and Dead Sea Scrolls of 
the Gnostic Essene era, the resurgance of medieval era Grimoires, or books of magick, 
the rediscovery of the original “Golden Dawn” cipher manuscripts of John Dee’s 
“Roscicrucianism,” and the fanatical study of the degree system of the “Illuminati” 
all combined, along with Theosophical resurgeance of the Rites of Memphis and 
Mizraim, to form the groundwork for the modern Ordo Templi Orientis. Just as the 
Pope now is like an Anti-Christ, the OHO Ipsissimus of the OTO now is the anti-Pope. 
Now, a Papal Republic, with a single Catholic Pope over a Democracy of national 
ambassadors, is the present form of global government, and the end of Feudal-era 
serfdom has come to the masses of the Proletariat at last in the form of the right to 
liberty, to control one’s own life, and the abolition of human ownership, or slavery. 
As I said also earlier, by 2000 years from now, Aliester Crowley’s influence on culture 
by founding the OTO will be considered equivalent to how Jesus’ Christianity of 2,000 
years ago is considered now.

1b. the dominant cult per each age

During each of the 5 eras of 400 years apiece that last one aeon of 2 millennia, there 
is always a “newest” or “youngest” or “latest” as a last, and always an “oldest” or 
“earliest” as the first, within 5 groups that will combine to comprise the elemental 
forces that rule the socio-politics of this world. The eldest aged group is the first in 
the POD’s “bund” degrees’ ranks because it expresses the largest segment of the 
population who will be familiar with that group’s mythologies at any given time. 
Thus, likewise, the Pope of the Order of Death is almost always a member of the newer 
or youngest group, such that, by managing one of the smallest orders now, they will 
eventually have the largest number of adherents to their beliefs in the future. 
However, besides the single Lemurian Pope of Atlantis in the POD there are also 4 
other chief executives who are in the Order of Death, and 2 more who are not. The 2 
“public chairs” in the 7-member chief executive counsel in Atlantean Democracy are 
open to non-psychics of the “cult of sleep.” One is called an “Outer Head of the Order,” 
or OHO, and the other the “Inner Head of the Order” or IHO. The position of Ipsissimus 
in the modern OTO is equivalent to the OHO position in the chief executive counsel of 
Atlantean Democracy in the POD, however currently this position in the POD is held 
by the Dali Lama (the so-called “Matreiya” of Theosophy). Likewise, the Roman 
Catholic Pope would be equivalent to the IHO position in the POD, where a second non-
psychic is allowed to participate in the politics of the 5 “Bund” chiefs manipulating 
world events toward their own desired outcomes, however it is not always the same 
person who serves as the Roman Catholic Pope that is the IHO of the POD at the same 
time. Presently, the identity of the second non-psychic of the POD’s chief executives 
is unknown, even to the Roman Catholic Pope. Because the position of Pope is not 
passed by blood-line, but is subject to different stipulations in a variety of 
circumstances, including occassionally, as is the case today, election by voting in a 
Democratic “college of cardinals,” it can ocassionally also be held by either of these 2 
non-psychic chief exectuives, the “sleepers who awake” - the one who awakens the 
other, and the other who awakens the rest. When an OHO or IHO of the POD also holds 
the position of Pope, their entire life becomes devoted to serving the POD in psychic 
Atlantean Democracy. This happens only to one or two people every 400 years, and 
thus they are called, simultaneously, the OHO, IHO and Pope of the POD at that time.



1b1. Essene Gnosticism

When Essene Gnosticism was the dominant cult, having successfully syncretised 
Greaco-Roman and Egyptian Pantheism with Manichean dualism and Mithraic 
Ahura-Mazdism under the one God and Christ of the monotheist Jews, was also around 
the year zero, predicted by Pythagoras as heralding the coming of Christ as the 
messenger of the one true God and the beginining of the “end of days,” the events 
described in the “Book of Revelations” by John of Patmos. Thus, although the other 4 
cults were inferior in rank to the Essene Gnostics in the purity of their faith, that is, 
not only by their physical devotion to its study as scribes, but also in the elegance of 
their own syncretic mythologies, the Essene Gnostic cult remained a “new age” sect, 
and thus it was considered just another cult of millennarian eschatologists when 
Jesus arrived at Qumran from Ein Gletain, on the opposite shore of the Dead Sea. 
However, by the time the Essene Jews (the Sadducee and Pharisee parties of the 
Jerusalem Sanherdrin) exiled Jesus from Qumran, the Gnostic Christian faith had 
already begun. By 400 years later, in the early Dark Ages, the Roman Catholic churh 
of Jesus Christ, begun by Peter, the beta-pope appointed by Jesus, had already 
usurped the role and duties of Caesar, and was managing the decline and fall of the 
Roman empire into the states and nations of Catholic and Orthodox Christendom.

1b2. Templar Knights

The Knights Templar were formed of the Priory of Zion, who were originally 9 men 
of wealth and influence in around 600 AD, including the Pope of the era, the king of 
Merovingian France, and King Baldwin II of Christian Jerusalem. The knights were 
comissioned, ostensibly, to protect pilgrims and accompany them on their way to the 
Holy Land. The pilgrims for who the knights served as body-guards were the Priory 
of Zion and their journey’s first destination was Jerusalem in the Holy Lands of 
Muslim Arabian Semitic Palestine. These men, under the leadership of Hugh De 
Payens, were sent into the Holy Lands from France by the Pope under the protection 
of the King of Christian Jerusalem. They were at Solmon’s Temple’s ruins specifically 
acting as an exploratory archaeological excavation team, on behalf of the Papacy and 
the Merovingian blood-line, supposedly of the diaspora of dynastic descent from the 
desposyni. They eventually  ended up dealing with the Hashhashins of Hassan Sabba.

1b3. Regal Rosicrucians

Supposedly the desposyni were the blood-line of the family of Jesus Christ, including: 
James the Just, called Judas or Thomas Didymus, who was Christ’s elder twin brother, 
buried as “John;” Flavius Josephus, called Shimeon (Simon) Peter, buried as 
“Caiphas;” Mary Magdalene, the paternal half-sister of Jesus and James, Mary 
Magdalene, the wife promised by Joseph to James, but whom was courted 
nevertheless by Christ; also their children, Jesus II and Judah, as well as a girl, Sarah 
or Sarai. The person of Yeshua Ben Padiah, the author of the “Angel Scroll” 
compared to the Lost Book of Enoch, was Caesarian, the lost son of Marc Anthony and 
Cleopatra, who had come to reclaim the Empire from the Flavian Augustinian Caesars 
of his time. However, before he could reach Rome to deliver his message to Caesar, he 
was allowed to be ritually killed by a Roman procurator at the behest of the Jerusalem 
Sanhedrin. Thus, the desposyni who reached Rome were only Christ’s family, while 
Jesus, first as Judas Iscariot, and later called Marcion, was leading the army of Zealots, 
called “terrorists” by Josephus, who fought unsuccessfully against the scourge of 
Roman legions across Judea (modern Palestine) relentlessly forcing Christ’s retreat 
toward, eventually, the plateau fortress of Massada to the far east of what is modern-
day Arad (in Israel). Finally it was too late, and, while Jesus Marcion faked his final 



crucifiction at the starvation at Massada, and escaped as John to the island of Patmos 
to write the Book of Revelations, including a reference in it to then Roman Emperor 
Nero, who “fiddled while Rome burned.” All of this information was only the tip of 
the ice-berg of the apocrypha the Knights Templar brought back with them to 
Europe, and, following the expulsion of the Catharist Albeginsian Heresy of 
Baphomet worhippers among all the orders of Knights, the Pope added them to the 
Vatican Archives at the library adjascent to St. Peter’s Bascillica in Rome, Italy. Those 
meager scraps of Alchemy that survived the subsequent Pogroms and the Inquisition 
became the domain of candle-light magicians during the late Rennaisance and  
Reformation era and early age of Reason and Enlightenment, such as Dr. John Dee, 
the first Rosicrucian.

1b4. Perfected Illuminati

Just as John Dee was the inheritor of all the wealth of crumbs left over following the 
Anglican purge of the Catholic Monasteries in Great Britain in the form of his 
library of over 1000 books and over 2000 scroll manuscripts. He formed the order of 
Christian Rozenkreuntz, which inlcuded such early adherants as Johann Valentin 
Andrea, Renee DesCartes (first existentialist philosopher) and Roger Bacon (English 
author of the “New Atlantis,” a book about the contemporary collonising of America). 
However, just as the great fortunes of knowledge accumulated by the Templars from 
DePayens to DeMolay, and then robbed from them by the Pope, who betrayed the 
Templars for their treasures and who burned Jacques DeMolay at the stake, John 
Dee’s foundation of the Rosicrucian order at the turn of one age was bound to become 
the Perfectibilist “Illuminati” of Adam Weishaupt at the dawning of the next age to 
come after the end of Dee’s own, Rosicrucian order’s era. The end of Rosicrucianism 
came when the Illuminati of Adam Weishaupt began infiltrating Illuminati political 
propagandists into the conversations held about the “esoteric mysteries” behind the 
Lodge Doors of contemporary Free Masonry, the organised Gothic labour-unions of 
the gypsy bourgeoisie. These “Jacobins” or “Johannites” followed radical doctrines 
for re-arragement of global government, and introduced the practise of sex orgy 
rites into the degrees of their own “clandestine” Masonry, the rites of Memphis and 
Mizraim, which formed the basis for the carbonari, or the “Black Hand” of the Italian 
Mafia, responsible for lending a member under their sway to kill Franz Ferdinand, 
the Archduke of Hungary and Bohemia, while he was in Sarajevo, Serbia, an event 
which precipitated into what history now calls World War One. Thus, 200 years 
following the life-time of John Dee lived Adam Weishaupt, inventor of the Bavarian 
Illuminati, and 200 years following his death lived Aliester Crowley, reformer of 
Dee’s original Rosicrucian rituals from the Golden Dawn into the OTO.

1b5. Bohemian OTO

The role of the OTO has been, since its inception just prior to the intervention and the 
reworking of its degree system by Aliester Crowley, two-fold: 1) to manage the world; 
and more importantly, 2) to maintain the secret practise of Satanic ritual child-abuse 
cults that provide the pound(s) of flesh for the leaders’ hedonic sexual ritual orgies. 
The Bohemian Grove is, like the Daed Sea scrolls are for Essene Gnostic beliefs of 2000 
years ago now, and like the cipher-manuscripts of the Golden Dawn, and like the 
Enochian magick of John Dee, and the Templar’s treasure stolen by the Pope, this too 
was, again, only the tip of a much bigger ice-berg.  The modern camps of this cult 
include the Bohemian Grove retreat, the Bilderberger Group, IMF leaders such as 
Dominic Strauss Khan, recently arrested for it in New York, the World Bank and the 
drafters of NAFTA, GATT and the members of the World Trade Organisation (WTO).



1c. the OHO, IHO and Pope of each cult

At the end of each of these ages and the beginning of the next there is born one 
person who ends up, through “dumb luck,” through their faith in “fate” or belief in 
“destiny,” becoming in their own life one person who has held the role of a non-
psychic OHO and IHO of the chief executives of Atlantean Democracy, who also then 
becomes the psychic Pope of the entire Order of Death. This occurs, more or less, 
every 400 years, and thus 5 times between a change in solar aeons of two millennia 
each. Just as there are 13 types of Pope that any Pope can be, depending on when 
their Papacy occurs relative to the events set into motion by previous Popes and 
planned out before for later Popes, so are there a finite number of ages man has been 
alive. We now record history back as far as the Mesopotamian “world flood” 8,000 
years before today. However, at times, only a very few people alive on the entire 
surface of the planet earth knew even this much, and at other times, we all knew 
much more. For example, the short time between the fall of one Pope of the Order of 
Death - such as the French Desposyni Jacques de Molay (who died in 1314) - and their 
replacement by another - such as Johannes Trithemius (who was born in 1462), 
Heirich Cornelius Agrippa (born  1486), Paracelsus (born 1493) or even John Dee 
(born 1527) - who might live even a whole century later, allows only a few 
intellectual luminaries of any note to pass by at some times, or when conditions allow 
and luck would have it, the opposite is the case and a Delian League can arise from an 
Algonquin “round table,” just as the League of Nations orginated with the “inquiry” 
think-tank at the Majestic Hotel in Paris during WWI peace negotiations at Versailles, 
which also met at Jeckyll Island to create the Federal Reserve private central bank.

1c1. Yeshua Ben Padiah - Hassan Ibn  Sabbah

The death of Yeshua Ben Padiah, at age 55, and burial beside his wife, Mary Magdala, 
at Rennes le Chateau in formerly Merovingian Desposyni owned lands in France, 
ushered in a vacuum, the epoch of 400 years to follow the “death of the perfect Pope” 
ritual he had enacted. This was the war-era, and as the last Hebrew Semitic Jews were 
forced into exile as the diaspora from Palestine by the descendents of Titus Flvaius 
Augustus Caesar, whom had personally burned down the second temple in Jerusalem, 
they migrated first, west from Palestine through Greece (as the desposyni) and Egypt 
(as the Saqqara), then north into France (as the Merovingians) and Spain (as the 
Safeds, respectively), as well as northeast from Palestine into western Russia 
(becoming the Cossacks) and finally west into Europe as the Gothic gypsies 
(becoming the Yiddish speaking Hebrews of Europe). Many others stayed behind by 
refusing to convert to the Zealots’ “terrorist” methods, by siding with the Roman 
Legionaires, or simply hiding, and in around 600 years after the life-time of Jesus, 
most of these Semitic speaking Arabians began to convert to the religion of Islam, 
unified among the various shieks by the Prophet Muhammed. 400 years following 
Mohammed, PBUH, the Moslem religion was being fractured from within between the 
7er Ishameli and the 12er Shia and Sunni Muslim faiths. Although born an Ishmaeli, 
one man, Hassan I Sabbah, rose to prominance above the fray of the interior 
religious conflict between them all. He founded a non-secular school of learning and 
initiation rituals, independently of the influence of either Shia or Sunni, Ishmaeli or 
Christian Crusader, or even gypsy Jew. At Alamut, the so-called “Old Man of the 
Mountain” taught the 5 Pillars of Islam in imitation of Muhammed, and did not 
quabble about the occultations of how many Imams had thus far intervened. Reborn 
again in Sabbah was Pythagoras, some 1,050 years following the death of Jesus Christ, 
called Jonathan the Righteous Teacher, and lost was the mind into contemplation 
during all that intervening time.



1c2. Hugh DePayens - Jacques DeMolay

From 1129, under Hughes De Payens, until 1314, with the murder of Jacques De Molay, 
the Knights Templar were the military arm under the “Priory of Zion,” the monks of 
the so-called “Cistercian” Order of Catholic Christianity. However, these monks have, 
by now, outlived many Chivalric Orders of Knights more than just the Templars, and 
their intention, to “re-conquer the Holy Lands,” remains one of the undeclared 
missives guiding the entire Catholic Papal Vatican hierarchy. The Cistercians of the 
later era betrayed and murdered Jacques De Molay and countless other Templar 
Knights, on the grounds of slanders saying they worshipped “Baphomet,” but the 
Cistercians of the early era had sent Hugh De Payens and the original Templar 
Knights into Jerusalem to make an exploratory archeo-anthropological study, in 
short, just to dig and see what they might find. The Templars’ loyalty had not 
changed, but nor had the Zionist agenda of the Cistercians, only the relationship 
between them changed, such that, once the Templars had plundered the ruins below 
Jerusalem on Papal behalf, their use to the Cistercians was over, and so the 
Cistercians exterminated the Templars in 1312. The Cistercians motivated the Papacy 
by promising their descendents the lands of the French Merovingians and the 
Spanish Safed Kingdom. The artifacts and apocrypha recovered by the Templars have 
been locked away in the Vatican Archives ever since.

1c3. Johannes Trithemius - John Dee

The Catholic Abbot, Johannes Trithemius, had contributed a very long treatise to the 
Roman Pope Gregory during the historical “Gregorian calendar reform” era , a study 
of the phases of the moon. Later in life, Trithemius was to pen his work 
“Steganographia” on the use of codes in written languages, about his cipher system 
used in the manuscript folio at the foundation of the 20th century Golden Dawn. It is 
likely that Johannes Trithemius, who taught Parcelsus and Agrippa, would have seen 
John Dee much alike the way Eliphas Levi (magical practicioner of the late 19th 
century) would have looked upon Samuel Liddel MacGregor Mathers (occult historian 
of the early 20th century), and it is certain Dee looked upon Trithemius, just as had 
Crowley thought of Madame Blavatsky, as his own most recent prior incarnation. 
Thus, when Dee invented the Rosicrucian order with the help of the works of 
Parcelsus, Agrippa, Trithemius and Nosatradamus, he was embodying an anti-Papist 
alive during the Reformation era, and his work creating the “Enochian” system of 
magick reflects the idea that he was trying to create an Anglican equivalent to the 
Catholic “Paradiso” and “Inferno” of the Italian Dante Alleghertti. Thus, the earliest 
lodges of Free Masonry were formed by the first Rosicrucians organising the Gothic 
gypsies hired on as stone-masons for building churches of the era into the world’s 
first labour-unions. However, once more, just as the Temlars rose and fell, so too did 
the era of the Rosicrucians that began with John Dee end only with Adam Weishaupt, 
and the first “Free Masons” became the original “middle-class.”

1c4. Roger Bacon - Adam Weishaupt

Within one generation following John Dee there was a definite impact from his 
Rosicrucian movement against the Holy Sacred Infallibility of the Roman Pope, 
whom was popularly seen at the time, and rightly, as merely a religious equivalent of 
Caesar over the Roman Empire. The expansion of the population of European citizens 
having occured for each of the European nations in turn into their satellite “third-
world” collonies, left many of the older European blood-lines - who stayed loyal to the 
Pope during the Templar purge and Spanish Inquisition - outside Europe’s borders. 
These became the Jesuits, who in turn were responsible for infiltrating “Illuminati” 



puppets into positions within Free Masonic Lodges of the era, to propagandise the 
political events of the times on the one hand, but (more importantly), simultaneosuly 
to slander against Free Masonic Lodges as harboring “Jacobins” and for practising 
the clandestine, sex magick, “Rites of Memphis and Mizraim.” Thus, the same Jesuits 
who trained Adam Weishaupt in Ingolsdtat, Bavaria, also also oversaw the protection 
for the family of Amschel Moses Rothschild on “Judengasse” ghetto in Frankfurt 
during the early to mid 1700’s, contemporary to Adam Weishaupt, in Ingolsdtat. While 
it is often joked the “trick” that Amschel Moses Rothschild’s 4th boy of 8 children, 
Mayer Amschel Rothschild, pulled to corner the stock-markets of his time was 
“carrier pigeons,” indeed it was the network of Jesuit spies (cowans) within Free 
Masonic lodges of the era, spreading political propaganda and having ritual orgies, 
whom Weishaupt appealed with his “Perfectabilist Illuminati” cult.

1c5. Eliphas Levi - Aliester Crowley

Alphonse Louis Constant, whom we call now “Eliphas Levi,” was a practitioner of 
magick who lived contemporary to the later life of Madame Helena Petrovna 
Blavatsky (Helena Gan). He became exposed to her ideas of Theosophy during his own 
life by reading works such as “Cloud Upon the Sanctuary” by Karl von Eckartshasuen 
and Edward Bullwer Lytton’s “the Coming Race.” It was Eliphas Levi who tutored SL 
MacGregor Mathers on which medieval Grimoires to translate first, and it is possible 
the entire “Rider-Waite” tarot used by the original Golden Dawn was designed by Levi 
and passed on to AE Waite via Mathers.  Eliphas Levi and Aliester Crowley never met, 
Levi having died in France on May 31st, in 1875, and Aliester Crowley having been 
born in England on October 12th, in 1875. However after a mutual friend, George Cecil 
Jones, introduced Crowley to Mathers, Crowley joined the Golden Dawn and quickly 
sought to reform the entire order by sueing Mathers in court for the rights to the 
“Goetia” or demonic “Shemhamforash” (name of God). Aliester Crowley eventually 
reformed the Golden Dawn into the OTO by combining their hierarchies into a single 
new degree system incoporating traits from both. Of course, most importantly, 
Crowley adopted and emphasised the sex magick ritual orgies of the “Rites of 
Memphis and Mizraim.” The resultant 5 “bund” degrees of the POD are derived from 
the 5 cults that existed at the time Aliester Crowley formalised the OTO, but it remains 
yet to be seen if Crowley’s OTO, a “neo-sethian” eschaton, or a POD “Atlantean 
Democracy” will follow from the turning of this 4th aeon of 2 millennia each since 
the beginning of the history of all mankind at the time of the Mesopotamian flood.

1d. the Missions of the 5 Masters

There is one Pope, but there are 5 ages, or simultaneous “bund” degrees. This is not 
because there are nor should there be 5 Popes. It is because the 1 Pope goes through 5 
phases of change in the 5 ages per Aeon of 2,000 years. This occurs because the 1 
Pope is stationary, but everything around them changes. This is a vague concept we 
will return to illuminate more later, but for now suffice it to believe that this effect 
occurs because the minds of individuals see themselves, as individual minds, to be 
fixed, unchangeing points in space-time relative to all else they perceive within the 
world around their minds, even including the physical tissues of their bodies 
themselves. A mind that does not contemplate death is unprepared for it when it 
occurs, however it will occur eventually to all living bodies. Even a mind that 
practises to prepare for the death of their body can experience a sudden, violent and 
/ or tragic death to their body. This is why so many bodies inhabit this planet, and 
thus why so many have already lived and died, and why we all eventually die in the 
end: there is only one mind, but it expresses itself differently over time. We reflect 
these self-expressions of an omni-mind. Thus, when the mind changes, we change 



with it, and this is reflected in everything from the fashions and fortunes of races 
and nations, the cultures and societies of great egalitarian utopiae and great military 
empires alike, the rise and fall of all cycles, from every breath one takes to the 
higher realms than reality, as well as the deaths of our bodies. Any mind can outlive 
their own body, and live on to inhabit another after their own dies. Some minds can 
inhabit more than one body at one time. The more bodies a mind inhabits at once, the 
less self-aware it becomes, and the less the minds of the individual bodies are aware it 
is even there, partially controlling them. From the small mind’s point of view, the 
larger minds are “archetypes,” but from the larger mind’s point of view, it is the 
small minds who are “stereotypes.” Minds who can control multiple bodies at once by 
delimiting their styles of self-expression are seen to live on after any one of their 
bodies do just as one changes clothing or alike how cells regenerate by gradually 
developing adaptive mutations to duplications that cause their eventual ageing and 
decay over time. However, this all hinges upon the concept that any mind can outlive 
its own body, unacceptable to most in the “cult of sleep,” yet necessary to grasp the 
concept of a perfectly stationary mind around which all changes over time revolve.  
It has been said, “God does not roll dice,” emphasising God as the concept of an 
“unmoved mover,” or a “prima causae.” However, if God was not able to change His 
mind or if God did not have free will - if his gift of free will to man made God man’s 
slave outright, alike how magick allows one to summon and command an angel, djinn 
or a demon - then there could not be any such thing as “God.” Therefore, time is the 
rolling of quantum 3-space dice, the reality set into motion by God, yet God has the 
free will to change the rules of the game He alone can comprehend that control the 
outcomes or “luck” of any such roll. So we say, time changes reality, but God does not 
change over time. The mind of God changes only the outward appearance of reality.

1d1. the reformation of religious law

The endemic difficulties of religions - why they struggle against one another, such 
that all the different faiths and denominations can easily seem a sham that could 
only disprove their one truth through the hypocrisy of all their immoral adherents -  
arise due to changes only of the outward expression, but not the inner mind, of God. 
When there is a time of change, there are conflicts between denominations and sects 
of religions, even within one religion, and these reflect changes to the bund’s traits, 
but not their duties - to their actions, but not their roles. Thus, the 5 bund degrees act 
in Atlantean Democracy as political voting groups just as, in our present (2011AD), 
there are various sects of religions and various denominations within sects. The 
“bund” is comprised of, in modern times, not only all small cults, but all large as well. 
We simply address the smaller as being the expressions of their founders, who each 
lived at a later time than the founders of the larger, which are similar, just earlier. If 
the later suepercedes the earlier, and is not retro-gressive to its progress, then the 
cults do not conflict, but can share space in mutual out-growth. However, where the 
cults conflict in ideals, difficulties will inevitably arise within the eviler cult first. 
No cult can be considered a religion unless it can outlive its leader. However, the 
longer after their death any cult can survive its founder as an idea, a fashion, a 
stereotype or exterior expression of an inward archetype in some dreaming 
collective consciousness, the more a “religion” and less a “cult” it becomes. However, 
if a “religion” retro-gressively bifurcates into schisms between denominations 
within itself, then it will soon pass from the face of this world. Guilt feeds off the 
mind like a  hungry stomach that has turned to digesting the body it is itself within. 
A cult, a religion, a sect or denomination - these are all terms for referring to one 
person’s mind - the cult-founder, the leader of a religious movement during a time of 
conflict, both within and without, who brings change, etc. - that outlived their body.



1d2. the conquering of the "Holy Lands"

Whenever an aeon changes, it is celebrated by those who understand the calendar of 
the solar aeons, however there are only very few who understand this calendar alive 
at any given time, and at changes of the aeon for the “cult of sleep” daily life is little 
different. It is usually only when there are longer term climatological affects on 
peoples’ choice for a location to live - which eventually occur to any, one, fixed 
location - that non-psychics ever even become aware of the gradual changeing to 
the longer-term climate around themselves. The endemic difficulties of any one sect 
seeking to become a larger cult arise as a result of the juxtaposition between their 
first leader’s life (teachings) and death (the way they left life). Regardless of what 
any cult-leader may say, they each will die and so will all their followers -  in fact, 
the younger their first leader dies, the longer their cult lives, and the more who then 
pass on in their cult leader’s name. Thus, if a cult leader lived peacefully, yet died 
nevertheless, their teachings remain futile; which is why so many often fake their 
deaths, to cast the illusion of seeming to know some secret way to pray away death. 
However, the lifespan of any cult following the death of their first leader will only 
correspond to the way in which their first leader faces his or her own death. If their 
death is violent, it attracts attention, a larger crowd will form; if it is unjust, and the 
cult leader is killed for their beliefs, this crowd becomes aroused to violence; if it is 
calm and peaceful, the opposite effects occur. However, it is not the way in which the 
first leader of any cult dies that determines how many followers they will have over 
time, but the age at which their leader died. When a cult is young, and wishes to be 
seen as more established, as a religion, it attracts numbers due to the age of their first 
leader at the time of his or her bodily death. When a cult matures into a rightfully 
recognised religion, it depends more on the teachings of their first leader during his 
or her life to prove their value to history, to leave their indellible mark on the face 
of their time in the story of our species on this planet. When these situations are 
reversed, the cult will fail. When a cult fails, it becomes violent, malignant and its 
followers willfully ignorant, cognitively dissonant, lying to themselves and others. It 
can neither live long nor prosper.

1d3. the establishment of a magic system

To celebrate the change of the aeon, the leader of the newest of the 5 “bund” cults of 
the time is declared the Pope of the Order of Death, and this means that during one 
person’s life they achieve the offices of, first, the Outer Head of the Order, then, also, 
the Inner Head of the Order, and finally are also declared the psychic Pope, who is set 
aside and above to judge all the dying, to segregate sinners from the saved, to choose 
who goes to hell and who to heaven, etc. From being a non-psychic, one person, in a 
single life-time, becomes the Pope of the Order of Death, but only once every 2,000 
years. These are the Popes of the Aeons, who comprise the “Seasons of the Popes” in 
the calendar of the Pythagorean Order of Death. However, the position of a psychic 
Pope who controls the “cult of sleep” does not end when the life of one of these sort 
of non-psychic persons suddenly arises to hold it. Thus, between each Pope of an 
Aeon, there are 5 Popes of 400 year long Ages each. Each “age” changes through the 
will of its own Pope of an Age, however at any given time, it is only one of the 5 
“bund” political parties in the psychic Order of Death taking its turn at representing 
their cult’s agenda through that office. Once a cult has been established beyond the 
term of its first 400 years following its first leader’s bodily death, and it can begin to 
be considered more a “religion” than merely a “cult,” then it will experience a shift 
into the second phase of its maturation process, from strivation into either poverty 
and death, or into a better political social structure and prosperty.



1d4. the overthrow of all existing churches and states

The ultimate aim and goal of every cult-leader is to change the fabric of reality itself 
on a sub-quantum scale, to mimic the power of God to control all outcomes, to cause or 
allow or prevent any change, to stop death, to rewind time, etc. Thus, they do not 
always even know they have become a cult-leader during their own life-times. This 
is partially why their consciousnesses continue to linger in earth’s electromagnetic 
field for so long, and take form in the lives of (all manners and customs assumed by) 
their followers. However, what they leave behind after their deaths reamins only a 
collection of their own creations, nothing more. If they are good, intelligent and 
happy as a person, and competant as a cult-leader, they can suffer less resistance. But 
more often, the Popes of these eras (ergo the Aeons and their subsequent Ages) lives’ 
are “brutish, nasty, and short” at best; usually they are epic tragedy and far too long. 
A cult of people, a group that organises itself politically, with a hierarchy of leaders 
and followers, etc. for the purpose of creating a religion out of some individual’s life 
does not form at random, nor does it necessarily form intentionally. However, if the 
cult-leader becomes aware of their own cult-following, and attempts to manipulate 
the outcome of their impact on the course of history, or to “change their mind down 
the line,” thus to continue thier own mind’s existence after the death of its body by 
mainatining their self-awareness as free-will, their cult will eventually only suffer 
bifurcations into multiple, conflicting denominations.

1d5. the unification of all existing occult sects

All cult-leaders, all aspirants to Pope in the Order of Death, who desire only control 
over the “cult of sleep” as their sole motive for so doing, consequently fade from the 
public more the older they grow while alive. They are put through hell in life and 
forced to wait for death. However, the opposite of that type is the Pope who knows he 
or she is a Pope, who adheres to their duties in the psychic Order of Death, and who 
even may be able to bring some positive change to the dominant, cycilical authority. 
The more the Pope of the era realises they are, themselves, a Pope in the psychic 
Order of Death, the more their authority over history can flourish and grow and thus 
the higher the vantage point of a cult’s leader can become, beyond and outside time. 
However, historical bricks on time’s immortal road are made of the dust of cult-
leaders no more nor less so than of any of their followers, and thus everyone in the 
Order of Death who votes in the psychic elections is their own sort of “cult-leader,” 
whose minds will naturally attract more followers, and thus who leave their own, 
smaller, stamp upon history, even if unintentionally and even if unaware of doing it. 
Thus, all those in the 5 “bund” degree political parties, who belong to groups based 
on their beliefs, are psychics who believe they control their own, smaller microcosm 
some who aspire to control more, others who are content, but all of whom self-select 
with their own free-will which philosophical cliques to which they choose to adhere. 
That is why there is only 1, and not 5, Popes, even though there are 5 Bund degrees: 
the 5 concurrent Bund degrees each serve the one whose party serves as the Pope, 
but at any one given time, there is only one person alive who is the “Most High,” 
intellectually and by their scale of awareness, their free-will, and wisdom in choice.

2. the 1 Pope over the 5 "bund" degrees

There is only 1 Pope over the entire psychic Order of Death at any one time. This 
person controls all the events occuring on the “world stage” using telepathy. 
Depending on the degree of facial recognition, that is, of fame and celebrity while 
alive, such a person seeks they will either show themselves to their followers more 
or rely more on telepathy to control them, but whether one seeks to monetarily 



control from behind the scenes or to play a role in the seeming “descisions” made in 
the dumb-show acted out by the Order of Death, either way, once one has become 
psychic, and consciously aware that they are accomplishing mass mind-control, not 
only over the emotional economy of the imaginary monetary and fiscal expenditures 
of foreign nations via the relentless, interminable broadcasting of their choices by 
the telecommunications news media, but over the minds of those who make the 
important choices, both before the cameras and behind the scenes, themselves. 
Whether such a person is aware of their doing this, or not, is irrelevant to their 
doing it - though one may be psychic and another not - it suffices to serve that it can 
be done in order to prove to most psychics that the non-psychics in the “cult of 
sleep” are capable of making a choice to be psychic, and that they simply choose not 
to be.

2a. the 5 ages in 1 aeon

There are 5 ages in 1 aeon in the POD only because there can be, but there can also be 
other divisions of the aeon into ages of different numbers of years. The POD follows a 
more or less unique pattern of #-theory both contemporarily and historically. The 
pattern of 3+4= 7 and 3X4=12 has been well established by cults since the era of the 
“Babylonian Brotherhood” and the “dragon’s blood-line pact” began. However 12-7=5 
remained an elusive concept, despite Pythagoras’ overt warnings, understood now by 
only a few, even among Free Masons. Thus, it remained for Jesus (Caesarian), living 
during the year zero on the calendar of Pythagoras, to explain further. At the ages of 
7 and 33 Jesus taught in the second temple. He explained, as is recorded in many of 
the non-cannonical apocryphal addendums to the New Testament Gospels, that the 
reason there are 365 days in a year is because the ancient calendar was based on 360 
days, with 4 seasonal holiday, and one and a 4th more day intercalibrated to signify 
the beginning of a new year. The new year day would wander in this system 
according to the calibration of the calendar, such that, if the seasonal holidays are 
fixed, the days in a week of the calendar would have to be 7, because one would be 
counting all 364 days in the seasonal calendar, but not the 365th new year holiday. 
You would have 52 weeks of 7 days each per 364 day year. An alternative to this was 
the Egyptian solar civic (work-days) calendar, with 5 holidays among 36 weeks of 10 
days each. The seasonal holidays divide the calendrical “year” into “month” units, 
while the new “year” holiday acts as a “wandering” or un-fixed day, occuring at 
different times throughout the calendrical “year.” As Jesus explains in the Pistis 
Sophia (the Gospel of Eugnostis the Blessed), there are 36 days and 36 nights in each 
of the 12 “months” on the Egyptian civic calendar, and hence each sign of the zodiac 
could be seen as being 36° of a circle, but that each of these 36° could also be doubled 
simply by counting two months as 72 days, and thus 6 months as 216 days. Jesus also 
added, “it was not as Moses taught,” referring to the Shemhamforash of 72 names of 3 
letters from the 216 letter verse. Instead, as Jesus taught also in the Gospel of Judas 
Iscariot, the calendar was recalibrated from its original model as 360 days with 5 and 
1/4 holidays per year so that it could accomodate a 7-day week of 52 weeks and only 
one, moveable new year’s holiday per year, such that, as Christ reckoned, there 
would be two months per each fifth of the 12-month calendar, according to the 
locked or fixed seasonal holidays determining the 364-day calendar, and that, by 
calculating thus, one could calculate the interpolation of the 5th holiday 
(determining the “new year” holdiay as the 5th day of the 53rd week, of 7 days each 
week), using a pentagram in the usual 12-month configuration of the calendar. 
Hence, this revived Pythagoras notion of the 3+4+5=12 sequence, and may serve, as 
we shall soon see even more, as only more and more evidence supporting the concept 
that Jesus Christ was, himself, a reincarnation of Pythagoras.



2a1. the 400 year ages

If one divides up the calendar of 365 days into a 360° circle interpolated at the points 
it was intersected by an interior pentagram or pentagon with an extra “Holy” day, 
thus forming the 365 day usual calendar, then the calendar would be divided such: 12 
months per year, 30 days per month, 7 days per week, 5 holidays and 365 days a year. 
A holiday would occur once every 3 months, fixed to the seasons, while the “new 
year” holdiay would “wander” or occur on a different day each year. The purpose of 
all this, that is, of determining the proper number of days in a year, how many days 
were in a work week, and which days were holidays, etc. was considered too mundane 
a task for the daily activities of anyone in the “cult of sleep,” and thus is traditionally 
allocated to the priest-caste. Nevertheless, these are very important concepts to 
comprehend while one is alive because this is the same calendar that is used to 
calculate the aeons. Each aeon lasts 2 millennia (or 2 X 1,000 years of 365 days apiece, 
or: 730,500 days, including the “leap-day” every 4th year used today for precision). 1 
Aeon works like one “month” on an annual calendar. The seasons of the aeons can be 
measured as the sunspot peaks and ice-ages that occur on this planet. Each season of 
the aeons, thus, has the same number of aeons as an annular season has months, e.g. 
3 months per 4 seasons form a 12 month year. Thus, every month is 30 days, but every 
year there are 5 intercalated “holidays.” 4 of these are fixed as the aphelion and 
perihelion moments at the mid-points of the seasons. The fifth signifies the new year 
holiday. Just so, in the calendar of the aeons, every 6,000 years a seasonal mid-point 
holiday is celebrated as either an equinox or solstice of the “Gods.” But there is only 
one God, and this merely symbolises our own passing into a new phase of our own 
existence within his universe.  This God can be symbolised as the 5th “annual” holi-
day on the aeonic calendar: the so-called Kali Yuga of 2,190,000 days (6000 years) that 
accumulate at the end of 12 aeons as left-over leap-days using this method. This is the 
“fifth” holiday of the aeonic calendar, because it only happens every 48th aeon (or 
every 96,000 years). In other words, after 96,000 years, there will be 2,000 years 
worth of “leap” day holidays that will have built up. This is why a proper “epoch” or 
12 aeons of “light” will only have a “dark age” or “Kali Yuga” once every 4th such 12 
aeon long “day,” but this “dark age” will last an entire aeon of 2 millennia (1,000 
years of 365&1/4days each = 365,250 days).

The reason for calculating all these calendrical mathematics was simpler even than 
the math itself: the beginning of every fifth season marked the new year, and so this 
would always occur after exactly 365&1/4th days. Just so, every 5th season of aeons on 
the calendar that counts a total of exactly 8,766,000 regular solar years. Because of 
this, every 3,199,590,000th day was considered to be a calendrical mile-stone. Thus, 
knowing the exact time this day would occur involved extremely painstaking 
calculations using an exactly calibrated calendar. To “calibrate” a complex calendar 
like this for measuring very long spans of time, one would need to establish a “year 
zero.” So Pythagoras did this. He took the “Babylonian” zodiac of 12 months per year, 
and applied it to the 12 aeons per epoch model to measure a longer duration of time. 
The result was a calendar that could be read forward (opposite the annual months) or 
backwards (in the usual order of the months) depending on whether one wanted to 
count from the north or south hemisphere, whereby, from the north things were 
one way (as just said) but in the south reversed (and would thus read chronologically 
according to the usual months). Thus, what would be the “spring” equinox in the one 
hemisphere would be the “autumn” equinox in the other, while in summer the 
solctise in one hemisphere would be the solstice of mid-winter in the other. Thus, in 
calibrating the calendar of the aeons to the 12 month “Babylonian” zodiac, one is 
attempting to assign a “year zero” fixed according to the seasons and measured by the 
dates of perihelion and aphelion per year or per epoch. Because the “new year” was 



traditionally celebrated between the end of winter and the beginning of spring, it 
would have been thought to occur at Pythagoras’ time half-way between the winter-
solstice and the spring-equinox (which would be the opposite in the south). So 
Pythagoras fixed the “Babylonian” zodiac symbols over-top of this model, and found 
that the spring equinox of the months of the year corresponded to the “Babylonian” 
zodiac symbol for Taurus (the “bull”) and the winter solstice to the zodiac symbol of 
Pisces (the “fish”), and that the mid-point between these would be the middle of the 
zodiac month-sign of Aries (the “ram”). Hence, in modern astrology, one’s “rising” 
or “sun” sign remains “fixed” to these calibrations, despite their having slipped off 
by now (some 2,500 years or 913,125 days later) by one half zodiac sign (clockwise 
from the northern hemisphere or counter-clockwise from the southern). By now, 
seasonally, new year would not occur at a mid-point, but at a cusp, between signs. For 
example, due to circumpolar drift of earth’s rotational axis, an effect I will explain 
more about in a moment, causing precession, and thus causing climates per year, per 
epoch and per hemisphere to differ, “Pythagorean Year Zero” is calibrated such that 
it would occur on the day beginning the aeon of Gemini and ending that of Cancer on 
the spring equinox in the north hemisphere. When calculated thus, we are now (one 
aeon later) entering the aeon of Taurus at the tail end of the aeon of Gemini. Taurus 
signifies the aeonic season of mid-autumn in the northern hemisphere and mid-
spring in the south, the opposite of its place on a sun-sign on the annual calendar, 
where it signifies mid-spring in the north and mid-autumn in the south. Calibrating 
the aeonic calendar thus, we find the mid-point signs of the 4 seasons of the aeons 
(otherwise called “Seasons of the Pope” in the POD), for the northern hemisphere 
are: Taurus = autumn, Aquarius = summer, Scorpio = spring, Leo = winter (180° from 
what each signifies in the modern “Babylonian” zodiac of astrology). Thus, as it is 
more commonly known, our modern era’s seasonal quarters would be entering the 
aeon on the zodiac signs of: Taurus in the north-hemisphere annual mid-spring, Leo 
in mid-summer, Aquarius in mid-autumn and Scorpio in mid-winter. This is because 
“year zero” on our current calendar falls on a date about 2000 years before today, 
when the aeon of Aries in mid-spring, Cancer in mid-summer, Libra in mid-autumn, 
and Capricorn in mid-winter was coming to an end in the north hemisphere. Rather 
than explain all this to the “cult of sleep,” many believed it easier to lie to them, and 
that is how we ended up with the myths about Jesus.

All of the conquered collonies of the Roman Empire have eventually risen up and 
rebelled against it. This revolution began with the assassination of the first Emperor, 
Gaius Julius Caesar, himself, but it continues on to this day, though no longer as a 
“revolution,” but as a “conspiracy” instead. Egypt rose up and almost split the empire 
by infiltrating Cleopatra into its rulership; Palestine rose up and were slaughtered; 
Russian central Asia rose up and broke away; all of the European nations each 
reached out with coastal navies and in turn sought to collonise the rest of the planet, 
and each eventually crashed back having failed; America was so rebellious it 
rebelled against England, who had already rebelled against Roman Papal Catholic 
governing; then the mainland European nations rebelled, beginning two world wars, 
and ending in the cold war with Russia and America declaring a pre-mature victory 
of Wall Street Bolshevism over the real enemy to both, the authority of the Catholic 
Pope. Bolshevism was pre-determined to cave first, because it enforced “atheism,” or 
rather, punished the practise of organised religion. Capitalism has proved as useful a 
lie for the modern conspirators behind the NWO Protocols as Christ had for the Popes.

2a1a. the "new age" of religious reformation

Following the events during the lifetime of a psychic Pope during the change of an 
Aeon, the next subsequent 5 ages will be marked by a Pope of lesser rank (impact on 



history) than the single Pope of the Aeon. Sometimes, during these 5 ages of 400 
years each, many generations of Popes may pass, but there will always be 5 cults that 
exist simultaneously, each signifying one of the 5 intra-Aeon “bund degrees,” and 
there will always be among these, the newest and the oldest. When a cult enters this 
system as the newest party to fill the roll of the “Grim Reaper” or “Death” cult of the 
Lodge Due Guards and Area Chair Senators, the central figure it is based around is 
either still alive or has only just recently died. By the time the cult’s final follower 
has shuffled off this mortal coil, usually around 2000 years later, the cult leader’s 
contributions to the 5 ages of their Aeon once again pales in comparison before the 
appearance of the Pope of the next Aeon. Thsi is why the older the cult gets, and the 
more intervening Popes it has had the chance to influence during the subsequent 
ages, the less and less representation it is gauranteed in the Lemurian religious-
bank. Essentially, a cult begins in a very religious sense, progresses through a series 
of economic reformations to its religion, and finally ends up more involved in the 
political aspect of psychic government in Atlantean Democracy.

2a1b. the "war age" of conquering a "Holy Land"

Likewise, following a cult’s achievment of the status of a religion - which usually 
does not occur during the cult leader’s life, but only after they die, thus marking 
them a martyr for their beliefs and their religion a salvation for its followers - it is 
no longer entitled to the same level of representation in the Senate, having aged 
down one step from the Area Chair level, which signified the fifth or public “spirit” 
lodge, open to non-psychics. Thus, when the cult ages some, it will begin attracting 
new adherants by encouraging the emulation of the events as proscribed by the cult 
founder in their daily life’s everyday events to the least iota of deatil of their 
teachings. However, at this point, each cult begins to diverge from every other as it 
adds new members with an assortment of different ideas. This is when the cult stops 
being considered a cult and begins to be considered a proper religion, or at the least a 
proper denomination within an existing religion. If the cult leader lives to see their 
own cult reach this stage, they will have been a non-psychic IHO, a psychic OHO and 
the first Pope of their own new religion all in one lifetime. It is rare, but sometimes 
the first Pope of a small sect can even live to see the security of their own creation as 
a historically recognised religion.

2a1c. the "dark age" of new magic

By the time a cult has reached the age (usually around 800 years following its coming 
of age) at which it can be considered a rightful religion, it has already lost 3/5ths of 
its amount of authorities and its representative influence in the Atlantean Senate. It 
has, however, only just reached its maximum capacity for representation in the 
Lemurian church-bank system. The monks of the religion in its middle-era of 
development also serve as bankers. This occurs commonly using the denominations 
for currency exchange in greatest use at the time. For example, in the last Aeon, the 
religion of Christianity established a network of monastic libraries, whose historian 
curators also kept the town’s weights and measures, and held a key to the royal 
treasury. This method is at least as old as the original pact between the first proto-
hominids of Africa to climb out of the baobob trees - to escape a brush fire of 
burning marijuana - to found all subsequent psychic culture on the duality of the 
shamen or medicine man on the one hand and the chief or king on the other. The 
role of the king is to provide for the priests, and the role of the priests is to collect 
taxes for the king.

2a1d. the "dawn age" of global conquest



Following the stages of devlopment through which a cult, founded by an individual, 
comes of age, matures into a sect or denomination, and eventually flourishes into a 
full-fledged religion, the goal of such a predominately lop-sided hierarchical group, 
so over-weighted in its religious representation, should be, at this point, to counter-
balance this by seeking greater political representation. The result of this is the 
attempt, by those whose top-tier offices have become so over-funded their wealth 
becomes a useless monopoloy of an undersireable commodity, to change the standard 
for what constitutes wealth, fame, fortune, success and power. Instead of their money 
being their wealth - as in the Lemurian church-bank ZPE filling the same purpose - 
instead it is social-control and the establishment of dependent citizens of the society 
of which they, the rich elite themselves, comprise the ruling class, upper-echelons. 
Instead of amassing sums of financial, private-sector authority by exchanging fiat 
sums for palpable resources, the elite’s next move is to impose civil restrictions on a 
citizen’s personal privacy and right to life. To do this, they consolidate a hegemony.

2a1e. the "death age" of global administration

By 1600 years after its inception by any enlightened individual, a concept of ethics 
or an occult hierarchical order has gone through so many phases of change that it is 
essentially unrecogniseable, most so to those who remain practitioners of its original 
form. Those who maintain the original core moral message and preserve the rituals 
of an original cult look with disdain on those who have, in the interim, perverted its 
intended meaning to fit their own quests for personal power. This is the reason the 
5th age cult per aeon signifies an end to the ways first established at the beginning 
of the aeon. From 1600 to 2000 years after its foundation, the original moral supports 
for any occult network have become so eroded that they collapse and a new, “New 
Age” cult is ushered in. Thus, the death-cult associated with the end of the Aeon must 
be fully entrenched in the political aspirations of the ruling class, such that they do 
not even see the futility and emptiness of their own authority, and thus pose no real 
threat to anyone else besides themselves. The “Area Chairs” of the Atlantean Senate 
debate one another on the top-step of the Atlantean Senate, and likewise their 
alternates serve as guards outside the lodge doors when a meeting is in session. 
Ultimately, the original cult formed at the beginning of an aeon succumbs to 
internal corruption, and a new morality cult is espoused in its place at the aeon’s end.

2b. the 5 "Anti-Popes" of the Ages

Just as there are 5 “Bund” grand-masters in a closed lodge or senate sessions, and 
each is indicative of their part of the overall pattern of the cycling of ages within an 
aeon, so too does each of these 5 Bund Popes per 5 ages in one aeon have their pre-
cursor in the correspondent age of the preceding aeon. Insofar as anyone is a “Pope” 
in a present Aeon, they are incapable of acting outside the perameters of a reality 
defined for them, more so than anyone else, by their own correspondent predecessor. 
Thus, for each current “Pope” in a present age of an aeon, there is likewise a counter 
or “Anti-Pope” who occupied their position exactly 2000 years prior to their own life. 
Thus, the past Popes of our modern aeon, now ending, each had a counterpart in the 
aeon before them. The precursor “Anti-Pope” to Pope Yeshua Ben Padiah was, 2000 
years his prior, Moses the Prophet who was, allegdedly, also the author of the Torah. 
So, too, the “Anti-Pope” of Knight Templar Jacques Demolay lived and died 2000 years 
before DeMolay drew his last breath: Hiram Tyrian, Great Architect of the 1st Temple 
to the monotheist God. 2000 years prior to John Dee lived his own “Anti-Pope,” his 
mirror opposite, Alexander the Great. The “Anti-Pope” of ex-Jesuit Adam Weishaupt 
was, thus, 2000 years before him, Pythagoras, the inventor of numerology and music 



theory, and founder of the first cult devoted purely to mathematics. Just so, and lastly, 
the “Anti-Pope” of Aliester Crowley, the 20th century magician who founded the OTO, 
was Julius Caesar himself.

2b1. Thut-Moses or Ahkenaten: (-) 1600 YP

Following the establishment, at the start of the aeon 2000 years prior to the lifetime 
of Jesus Christ, of the Habiru religion being ha QBLH, derived from study of Egyptian 
metaphysical rituals, by some 400 years, ie. around (-) 1600 YP, the Sumerians who 
had immigrated into Egypt had become the rulers of its northern “Lower” kingdom, 
and were calling themselves “Hyksos,” meaning “shepherd kings.” Soon following a 
conspicuous assassination conspiracy surrounding the royal house of Lower Khemt, 
the young, new Pharoah Thutmoses IV seuqestered land in the southern regions of 
Upper Khemt, infringing on the properties of the remaining indigenous Egyptians, 
who remained loyal to their own preistcraft moreso than to the Hyksos Pharoah. 
Changing his name from Thutmoses to Akhenaten, the Hyksos Pharaoh intended to 
abolish the preist-class of southern Egypt, and established the Temple of Karnak to 
initiate the transferal of the state-religion to a monotheism, loyal solely to Pharoah. 
In doing so, Thutmoses, now Akhenaten, conspired with his brother Amenhotep VI to 
stage the fictional story of the Exodus, in order to convince the southern Nile 
Egyptians that the era of their oppression by the northern Nile Hyksos was over, and 
that the Hyksos, now calling themselves the monothesit Hebrews, had fled Egypt to 
occupy some other land. Thus, not only did Ahkenaten conspire with Amenhotep to 
create the written text of the Torah, but even the events of Exodus and beyond were 
simply stories into which the brothers wrote themselves as fictional characters 
(named “Moses” and “Aaron”).

2b2. King David and Prince Solomon: (-) 1200 YP

By (-) 1200 YP, the Hyksos had, in fact, largely abandoned the Nile river region and 
allowed it to be returned to its original indigenous populous (albeit following years of 
cross-breeding with them to water down their original gene-pool and cause the 
gradual lightening of their initially pitch black sub-Saharan skin-tone). The Hyksos, 
called now the Hebrews, had fought for almost 350 years with the indigenous peoples 
of their “Promised Land” of “milk and honey,” the coastal properties now called Gaza. 
After invading these lands, a series of long, extremely devastating wars were fought 
by the invading “Hebrews” to conquer the native peoples who lived there, and to, 
eventually, exterminate or exile them all from the region they now occupied and 
claimed as their own. By the end of this time-period, the “Hebrew” nation were 
answering to a King, who used a priest-class as his personal treasurers. It was said 
that King David was a very brave warrior at a young age, vanquishing a “Nefilim” 
giant named Goliath on the battle-field with only a rock and sling. Under him, 
construction was begun on the first Temple to the “monotheist” God of the priest-
class. His son, Solomon, went on after David’s death to finish the Temple’s erection.

2b3. Nebuchadnezzar to Alexander: (-) 800 YP

Within some 200 years the entire “Hebrew” nation had fallen to their neighboring 
nation-state of the expansionist Babylonian Empire, operated from modern southern 
Iraq and Saudi Arabia. The Hebrew captivity continued some hundreds of years, and 
it was alledgedly during this time the Torah, as it had been originally conceived by 
Moses, was codefied into the corpus of its modern version, changed “not one jot nor 
tittle” in the entire intervening 3000 years since. Failing to crush them, the 
Babylonian captivity of the Hebrew priest-class galvanised their studies of ha QBLH. 



When the Babylonian Empire began crumbling, as all empires eventually do, from 
internal economic currency-devaluation, and the Hebrew slaves were finally 
released and allowed to return to their “Kingdom” of Israel on the shores of the 
Meditteranean, a cultural rennaissance was poised to occur among them.

2b4. Pythagoras or Plato: (-) 400 YP

It was into this setting that Pythagoras of Samos (and later Croton) was born, grew up 
travelling with his trans-Meditteranean salesman father and studying occult wisdom 
with his mother, Pythasis. Early in his life, following his parents’ deaths, Pythagoras 
travelled to “Hindostan,” the area between modern “India” and “Pakistan.” There he 
founded the religion of Buddhism. Then, in his middle-years, he returned to Italy to 
live in Croton, where he began a university of mathematicians. Eventually, the gov’t 
of Croton expelled Pythagoras and he fled to Metapontum, where he eventually drank 
Hemlock and died. His followers, including both the Mathematikoi like Philolaus and 
the Akousmatikoi, like Plato, continued to revere him, and the writings of Pythagoras 
inpsired (verbatim) the Christian “Sermon on the Mount” speech.

2b5. Omega Emperor Julius Caesar and Alpha Pope Jesus Christ: zero YP

The writings of the Akousmatikoi following Plato taught their followers two main 
things: 1) how to create a politicial system that would allow them to ascend its ranks 
alike a ladder, and thus to prevail above other mens’ suffering. 2) how to control 
such a political system from the top down, and thus to continually cause (or choose to 
arbitrarily at a whim end) the suffering of other men. Thus, by the end of the era of 
Roman Italians’ attempt to emulate Plato’s “Republic” (originally Vedic caste based) 
form of government, the ruler of the rest had long since gone utterly insane from 
holding so much authority over so many individual other peoples’ private lives. The 
name of the office was changed from “Caesar” to “Pope,” but the lunacy continued.

2c. the 2000 year aeons

Essential to understanding why all this happens, how such leaders rise up, a new one 
around every 400 years, is understanding why such leaders rise up at all, and this is 
due to the sunspot cycle. Because tachyons are, on a smaller and faster scale, the same 
events we perceive, on a slower and larger scale, as thoughts, when there is a change 
in the amount of tachyons (also given off by photons, which in turn are given off by 
the sun) penetrating earth’s ionosphere from space, it literally causes an increased 
amount of Psi, or electro-chemical activity in all sentient nerual tissue (ie. all our, 
including all animals’, brains). Sunspots peak and trough on an 11 year wavelength. 
For 11 years they ascend, then for the next 11 years they descend, then they ascend 
for 11 years, then descend for the next 11 years, and so forth on into the aeons and 
epochs. So, after 11 years times 99, or approximately every 1001 years, the solar 
sunspot cycle resets itself, and thus, it rises for 1001 years, then declines for 1001 
years, and so forth. Such are the equivalents of two 99 solar cycles of 11 years each 
per 1 sunspot reset cycle of 1001 years each nearly equivalent to earth’s own aeons 
of 2000 years each. There are 12 aeons in an epoch. The cause for measuring earth’s 
eras and ages the way we do is the same as the cause for the sunspot cycle to occur. 
The planets in our solar system all move in accordance to one another such that they 
align with one another on varying ocassions against varying backdrops of sky 
throughout time. For example, the 7 planetary alignment of May 5th, (+) 2000 (YP) 
may be realted to the alignment on December 21, (+) 2012 (YP) of the sun with 
galactic core in terms of this event having occured regularly throughout the past.



2c1. the 23 degree tilt of polar precession causing the solar aeons

The reason we measure the solar aeons in the terms of a 12-base system is because of 
the divisibility by 12 of many other systems, but most importantly of the 360° circle. 
In short, each 30° of the 360° circle is a zodiac “sign,” if we were to consider the 
tropical equator’s stellar background during the year around earth’s circumference. 
Thus, every month, the sun rises in a new sign as the earth moves around the sun 
over the year. If earth’s positioning to the sun were “perfect” then this would be the 
case over all time. However, earth’s actual axis of rotation (georgraphic position of 
the poles) is off-set to perfect 90° perpendicularity to the planet’s orbital plane by 
23.5°, and this off-sets the entire system just enough to cause our years to last 365 
days rather than 360. The result of this tilt is that, over time, the sun will rise earlier 
and earlier in the same sign during the same month every year over the many 
hundreds of years, until finally, after 2,000 earth-sun orbits, the sun will rise in the 
next earlier sign in the zodiac cycle in the same month of the year.

2c2. the 5 solar aeons of 10,000 years (Lemurian-Sethian history)

Beginning roughly today, around “2,000 AD” or (+) 2000 (Year Pythagoras), modoern 
exoteric history books teach that the Bible is wrong, insofar as since around 1450 AD, 
when Bishop Usher determined the Bible to have said earth was created in 4,000 BC. 
In modern textbooks, they place this date as that of the Genesis-era flood events in 
Mesopotamia, however refuse to speculate further until archeologists have dug up 
and sufficiently studied the materials from before the flood to make any further 
approximations about the factuality or fictionalisation of the events as described in 
the biblical chapters of Genesis, particularly regarding the controversial concept of 
a species, now called “Clovis,” described in the Biblical annals as “giants.” So, if we 
count back from now until about 4,000 BC, when the floods occured, we find ourselves 
at the date 6,000 BC, and if we count back another aeon, to search our planet to see if 
it was populated, as archaeologists speculate, by early proto-hominids, or as Biblical 
literalists would have it, by a “race” of “giants,” we arrive at the date 8,000 BC or (-) 
8,000 (YP). This puts us at about 5 solar aeons or about 10,000 years before now. This is 
exactly as far back as modern, exoteric history books are willing to trace the 
evolution and anthropology of our species.

2c3. the 7 solar aeons of 14,000 years (an Atlantean "Jubilee")

If we count back an additional 2 aeons, or 4,000 years total, we will have included the 
entire era mystics call the era of “Atlantis,” which occurs (around 12,000 years ago) 
at the exact opposite spot from our present position in the 360° circle of 12 zodiac 
aeons. Although historians of repute have zero to say about this period in time, 
mystic “see’ers” are willing to claim to know quite a bit. Considering glaciers 
continue to cover Antarctica, we can netier rule it out, nor prove it is the same, as the 
“lost continent” of “Atlantis.” A period of 7 zodiac Aeons was significant to the 
Essenes, who traced their literature’s lineage back to the era of Enoch, a pre-deluvial 
Hebrew Patriarch. According to their literature, the 7 days of the Hebrew week 
corresponded to periods of 7 aeons, 6 during which “work” was done, and a 7th 
devoted solely to celebration of their creation, called the “Sabbath” or “rest-day.” 
Because their calendar began 12,000 years prior to their contemporary era, they 
believed they were entering the “7th Aeon” of the “Jubilee,” and thus a “Sabbath.”

2c4.!the 12 solar aeons per 24,000 years (a sun pole cycle or "Yuga")

Regardless of when one begins with their date for measuring the origins of history, 



or places their “year zero” on their calendar of subsequent measurement of time, in 
an aeonic calendar based on the usually 12 sign-divided “zodiac round” (or 360° 
circle) there are 12 aeons of 2,000 years each in one total cycle, or about 24,000 years. 
This measurement of time can be broken up into any kind of astrological array, and 
the Indo-European / “Hebrew” method of division by 7 is only one. Another would be 
the method of the Vedic Aryans who considered 4 basic “Yugas” or epochs to divide 
the 12 signs into 4 aeonic sets: 1) of 4 aeons, called the Gold Yuga, 2) of 3 aeons, called 
the Silver Yuga, 3) of 2 aeons, called the Copper Yuga, and 4) of 1 aeon, called the 
Bronze Yuga. Pythagorean theorem can also be applied, and in the POD’s “Seasons of 
the Popes” document in the “Atlantean Constitutions” is, in the form of the right 
triangle with sides of 3, 4, and 5, which, if added together around such a triangle in a 
circle, yields a standard 12-sign divided basic “zodiac round” solar aeonic calendar.

2c5.!the 24 solar aeons per 48,000 years (an ice age or "Ragnarok")

Just as there are 2 millennia in each aeon, so too are there two total aeonic cycles of a 
12 sign “zodiac round” calendar in one typical “ice age” on earth. Around every 
48,000 years, the north and south magnetic poles of the planet reverse and the 
seasonal shift occurs to transfrom mid-winter in the negative-pole, during mid-
summer in the poisitive hemisphere, into spring (negative) / autumn (positive) and 
so forth. This process takes (at least) 48,000 years to complete a single cycle between 
polar magnetic reversals. The last one was in mid-winter of the last ice age when 
glaciers covered N.America and the poisitve pole was in Antarctica. This may have 
occured as early as 24,000 years ago, until as recently as 14,000 years before now. 
Regardless of when it happened, it is related to the sunspot cycle, which causes the 
sun’s magnetic poles to reverse around every 48,000 years as well. This event appears 
to effect all the planets solar system-wide, such that all manifest “ice-age” seasons 
alike earth’s own. If one “ice age” cycle is 48,000 years, and there are thought of as 
being 4 seasons per cycle in each hemisphere (although opposite between them), 
then each season would last 12,000 years. By this criteria, we are in earth’s (+) / N. 
hemispehre’s late-summer and early autumn season. Likewise, earth’s southern 
hemisphere is in later-winter and early spring. The next magnetic pole reversal can 
be expected to occur sometime around 22,000 years from now.

2d. the Archetypal Role of Pope

Why is there a “sucker born every second,” but a true leader only born so rarely? It 
is also related to the sunspot cycle, because solar radiation (ie. light from the sun) 
emits tachyons ahead of each photon, and tachyons are, on a smaller level than even 
photons and electrons, the original stimulating cause of the electro-chemical 
cascades we call “thoughts,” “emotions” and “ideas.” Alike the kaleideoscopic prism 
effect of light-glare on a camera lens, certain 4-d forms arise holographically, alike 
rainbows in raindrops, within the light of solar radiation. As these 4-d “metaforms” 
pass through our planet, our minds experience their corners as ideas, their edges as 
lines of reasoning, and their sides as emotions. This occurs to us all, though many 
rarely question the origin and causes for their own thoughts. Aside, in fact, from a 
very few, most of each born in every generation survive by keeping their heads 
down, their cards off the table and their bets under it. Only one per generation can 
be considered the best and brightest, and it is only if they choose to accept it that 
they can manage handling the position of Pope of the psychic Order of Death.

2d1. any "False Pope" born at the change of an Aeon

Every 2,000 years there is, thus, going to be born someone who is exemplary among 



their species and it will be during a time of peak sunspot activity that corresponds to 
a certain celestial alignment or another during the season then occuring on earth in 
the cycle of ice-ages on the calendar of aeons. This does not make them special. They 
are special only so long as a system exists that makes them seem special by putting 
the rest of us down in comparison. In truth it is a blind stab at a pinata to want to be a 
person of authority in such a system, because it is only a male mule that would want 
to have the Papal mitre pinned on them in this way. So, every 400 years there is 
another “average” Pope of the era, and every 2,000 years there is an “above-
average” Pope of the aeon, but these things matter little to the people these Popes 
represent in the psychic senate.

2d1a. the Wanderer / Civiliser / Warrior Trinity (3+4+5=12)

In the POD’s “Seasons of the Popes” document, it is intimated that there is, implicite, 
behind the pattern of a 12 sign divided “zodiac round” 360° circle, the presence of a 
right triangle with sides consisting of lengths 3, 4 and 5, a so-called “Pythagorean” 
triangle. According to this system there is a Pope of a unique form of significance 
who is born every 3 aeons (or 6,000 years) ie. 4 times each per aeonic cycle of 12, 
every 4 aeons (or 8,000 years) ie. 3 times per each aeonic cycle of 12, and another 
that occurs every 5 aeons (or 10,000 years), who only occurs twice in an aeonic cycle. 
One of these twin Popes of the 5 aeon cycle is “good” (meaning honest and a genius) 
while the other is “evil” (meaning dishonest and a fool). The “good” 5 aeon cycle 
Pope is called the “Perfect Pope,” and is associated with “year zero” on the POD’s 
current calendar. Thus, 5 aeons prior to the “Perfect Pope,” or in around 10,000 years 
prior to “year zero” on the POD calendar, about 12,000 years before now, we find the 
polar opposite form of Pope from the “Perfect Pope,” the “Chaos Pope.” Likewise, 3 
aeons before and after the “Perfect Pope,” we encounter a specific form of Pope that 
occurs only 4 times per cycle, and likewise 4 aeons before and after the “Perfect 
Pope,” we encounter a specific form of Pope that occurs only 3 times per cycle. Such 
is the rest of the cycle.

2d1b. the idealised fixity of space in time (the calendar)

The concept of the calendar being capable of measuring time-spans of, for example, 
24 aeons or 48,000 years, means very little towards predicting events that might 
occur at any time to any planet during such a long period of time. For example, if a 
comet strikes our planet, as it did killing the dinosaurs, then all this can be changed. 
If, as scientists speculate, earth’s moon, for example, was really once a part of earth, 
then, for example, the system we are looking at could not have been true concurrent 
to before when the moon broke off from earth. In point of fact, we cannot establish 
how or why this all works right now the way it does, only say that, anthropically, it 
does. There are strong elements in our solar system of intelligent design in planning 
the locations, sizes and durations of annual orbits of our solar-system’s planets 
relative to our sun, such that it appears that, even among our own solar system, our 
own planet might not be alone in being able to support organic life.

2d1c. the singular, motionless "Great Burner" (the hearth of 4 seasons)

Although earth’s own orbit around the sun, our star, is elliptical, ie. has two foci 
points as opposed to a single one, at the core of the sun, we can measure the calendar 
as a perfect 360° circle divided into 12 parts of 30° each, so it can have a single center 
focal point. Because calendars were geocentric for so long, until as recently as the 
1600’s, the sun was counted among the 7 “Olympic” planets, not as a calendar’s core.



2d2. any "True Pope" born on an Aeonic solstice or equinox

Because we divide the solar aeonic calendar up into a 12 sign “zodiac round” 360° 
circle, we can say that there are “seasons” of an aeonic cycle, even though, in point 
of fact, a true “aeonic season” would last twice as long in the context of an “ice age” 
cycle. Thus, there are 4 “aeonic seasons,” each lasting 6 aeons. These are, as in the 
mean year, simply “spring,” “summer,” “autumn” and “winter.” Because a true 
“aeonic season” relative to an “ice age” cycle lasts 12,000 years, or half a full solar 
aeon calendar based on the usual “zodiac round” design, there are really only two 
seasons per aeonic cycle on the calendar, comprised of what would usually be seen as 
two seasons each on the usual solar aeonic calendar. Thus, “spring” and “summer” on 
the calendar merge into a single season per ice-age, as do “autumn” and “winter.” 
Every 6,000 years, the earth will be at perihelion or aphelion position in exact 
alignment with the center of  one of these “season’s” central sign. It thus proceeds 
that there are both an aphelion (solstice) and a perihelion (equinox) per each 12,000 
year “season,” or 1/2 of the usual “zodiac round” calendar for measuring the solar 
aeons, in a usual “ice age” cycle on planet earth.

2d2a. the wandering, civilising, warring "Sin-Bearer" (the Saviour)

The fact there is a position of psychic dictator over all the rest of our species is little 
known to most, if not almost all, of our species at this time. They don’t think they are 
being mind-controlled, and for a very good reason. For the most part, they are free to 
make any choice they like, including to avoid all civilisation’s stimuli and media. But 
being free of civilisation’s influence alone does not make you free minded entirely. 
The quest to be the best, to become this form of psychic dictator, means certain death 
to one who would rule with a tyrannical iron fist, but life immortalised in history to 
one who would not wish to rule at all. However, those who enforce these rules rarely 
obey them, and those who obey them are rarely able to enforce them against their 
own social superiors. Thus, such a rule means little or nothing in reality, although it 
is the bread and butter of psychic idealisms shared by all great minds across time. 
Such minds that seek to be great above those who obey, above those enforce, and 
above even those who make the rules for civilisation’s “game-reality,” almost always 
achieve to influencing the currents of thought and progress of civilisation the most.

2d2b. the malleability of measuring time (calendrical inventors)

Part of becoming the psychic Pope of the Order, the omni-mind “Saviour” of one’s 
own species, is learning the most important of all lessons, which cannot be expressed 
through activity, but which can only be comprehended in solitude, and which, then 
once it is formulated, cannot be left un-expressed. This subject matter of study by all 
great minds alike has been the subjective material essence of time itself. By making 
up calendars that are meant to exist as long-duration, static measuring devices for 
time, we are not creating a mold for all existent material reality to fit into, however 
we do end up trying to do so, and by doing so, we end up accomplishing what we 
expect, namely: to make all events that occur naturally over any duration of time be 
measured according to a systematic set of symbols. We should not, however, confuse 
the map for the landscape. There is not a perfect 1:1 correspondence between them.

2d2c. establishing a "year zero" (measuring the 4 seasons)

What we call “year zero” on the calendar is very important in the context of the 
calendar, but does not need to have any more meaning to us than any other historical 
period’s events over time. It is simply an arbitrary date by which to “calibrate” the 



rest of the calendar. For example, when Pythagoras designed the modern POD’s solar 
aeonic calendar around the contemporary Babylonian annual “zodiac round” system, 
he could have chosen a solstice or equinox date for year zero, but he didn’t. Instead 
he placed year zero at the date between the Cancer sign of the “zodiac round” solar 
aeonic calendar and the sign of the aeon of Gemini, on the POD calendar. However, it 
should not be forgotten, this means it is the aeon of the sign of “Gemini” after year 
zero, or that it is the sign of “Taurus” now, because this is the sign that is rising in 
the east during sunrise on the morning of the annual winter equinox. If one 
catalogued these aeons by the sign that is rising during any other month in the year, 
the zodiac “signs” would all be shifted accordingly.

2e. the "False Pope" of the Lemurian Church-Bank in Atlantean Democracy

Thus, 180° from the psychic “Pope” of the Order during “year zero,” whom we call 
the “Perfect Pope,” there had reigned 12,000 years before a “Chaos Pope,” the “Pope 
of the Proles” who brought destruction and death to many of their own species. This 
Pope’s age lasted from 14,000 to 10,000 years before year zero (from 16 to 12,000 years 
before now), which is before most exoteric history books, as well as those calendrical 
commentators on the Bible in modern times, begin to be willing to comment about. 
This we call, on the POD’s modern calendar, the change in aeons between the sign of 
Capricorn and Saggitarius, but again, this is only from the N. hemisphere’s mid-
winter solstice sunrise. From the same time period’s other holidays, it would have 
been between the aeons of “Cancer” and “Gemini” in the N. hemisphere’s mid-
summer solstice sunrise, between “Libra” and “Virgo” on Spring Equinox sunrise in 
the N. hemisphere, and between “Aries” and “Pisces” on Autumn Equinox sunrise in 
the N. hemisphere. Such would have been the shape of the solar aeonic calendar, had 
one been known to any living person then, some 14,000 years ago, or (-) 12,000 (YP).

2e1. the 5 pre-historic species of hominid

Instead, in (-) 12,000 (YP), we find there are five different species of hominid to have 
been goegraphically sharing the planet between them, in some places even sharing 
the same cave-dwellings with one another. These five arose, alike the individual 
“Popes” of the Order have later, according to the same 400 year cycle within a two 
millennia long Aeon. During the aeon(s) of “Zeir Anpin,” or literally, the “Long 
Faced” Pope(s) of the Order (because both “Zeir” Popes occur back-to-back during 
this time, from the start of the “Capricorn” aeon to the end of the “Saggitarius” aeon) 
the “Chaos Pope” appeared to sow dischord between these 5 sub-species. As we shall 
see in the following series of commentaries, the time of the Aeonic shift between the 
N. hemispherical winter-solstice (equinox) zodiac sign at sunrise being “Capricorn” 
and when it became “Saggitarius” instead, some 14,000 years ago, around 12,000 BC, 
the “Anti-Christ,” if ever there was one, would have held sway, and we find, at that 
time, the chief species of hominids alive on earth were 5 in number, and that each 1 
arose in order by interbreeding between the last two, where the original cross-
breeding occured between australopithocus and homo-erectus hominid species in the 
Keberan caves near modern Gaza.

2e1a. australopithecus (Adam)

The australopithcenes immigrated out of Antarctica first by boats. They travelled 
around the coast-line of Africa from the Cape of Good Hope land-bridge between the 
southern tip of Africa and the continent to the south, Antarctica, the 
australopithocenes’ home-continent, which the later Sumerians called “Nibiru.” 
They journeyed by sea around the geographical “horn” of Africa and entered the 



Meditteranean Sea through the straights of Gibraltar, and eventually settled on the 
beaches of what we call now “Gaza,” travelling in-land only slightly before 
encountering the homo-erectus living already by then in the Keberan caves.

2e1b. homo-erectus (Eve)

The homo-erectus species had evolved in S. Africa, and may have also been an earlier 
immigrant species from Antarctica. They developed upright bipedalism and use o 
ftheir front-hands for crafting tools while migrating north between S. Africa 
through (modern) Ethiopia and Egypt, into the Keberan caves of (modern) Israel / 
Palestine. By the time they settled there several thousands of years before the elder 
species of Australopithocenes arrived in the Keberan cave area, the homo-erectus 
species was a uniquely rare gene-pool, capable of sustaining themselves in small 
tribes. The elder australopithocenes found their genes sufficiently compatable with 
those of the homo-erectus to sire three off-spring sub-species with them. The first of 
these to be developed was cromagnons, the second neanderthals, and the third was 
our own species, although the myths we preserve today were written, for the most 
part, originally by the cromagnons, who place themselves instead of the homo-
erectus species, and call the species they bred with australopithocenes “Clovis” or the 
“grooved ware” people, who are said to have raised the megalithic monuments across 
the ancient world on behalf of the cromagnons and australopithocenes, whose cross-
bred species were called the “Nefilim” of “Lemuria.” Much of the POD’s “Ordo 
Historia” document is based on these myths, and on account of this it contains many 
dating and titular errors.

2e1c. cromagnon (Cain)

In truth, the cromagnon species was bred between australopithocenes and homo-
erectus in the area of the Keberan caves in modern Israel / Palestine, and not, as it is 
stated in the current “Ordo Historia” document, bred between australopithocus and 
arditpithicus kadaba. The cromagnons were recorded in the Genesis chapters of the 
Bible as the generations of “Cain,” the first son of “Adam” (australopithocene) and 
“Eve” (homo-erectus), and called, by the time of the Essenes during “year zero,” the 
“Sons of Light” who would one-day re-conquer the “sons of Darkness,” or mankind. 
These “Sons of Light,” or “Sons of God,” at the time of their co-habitation with 
australopithocenes and homo-erectus at the Keberan caves, were responsible for the 
downfall and ruination of their brother-species, neanderthals, by inter-breeding. 
The cromagnons of the era raped and killed the neanderthals and so they were exiled. 
By the time of the Mesopotamian floods of 6,000 years ago, around 4,000 BC as we 
measure the calendar in exoteric school books, there were no more cromagnons, and 
we are told in the Bible almost all the “giants” died in the flood and became extinct.

2e1d. neanderthal (Abel)

The second sub-species born from the conjoining of Australopithocenes and homo-
erectus was Neanderthals, and they were, as “Abel” the “twin brother” of “Cain” was 
described in the Bible. Just so the brothers One and Seven Hunhuphu in the Mayan 
Popul Vuh, but then, so too the “Yin” and “Yang” forces of “Taoism.” Cain was angry, 
cruel and sadistic, while Abel was calm, peaceful and ultimately succumbed due to the 
kindness of their ways being exploited as masochistic passivity by the elder species; 
so, in the Genesis chapters of the Bible, it is written “Cain slew his brother Abel.” Just 
so do we find evidence that the Neanderthal species went extinct even before their 
parent species the homo-erectus. It is possible this accounts for their deaths as well.



2e1e. homo-sapiens (Seth)

Ultimately, none of these species won. When the floods of the Mesopotamian region 
occured around 7,000 years ago, around 5,000 BC or (-) 5,000 (YP), only our own 
species, homo-sapiens, who we call, ourselves, “humans,” prevailed. We are told that 
Australopithecus (“Adam”) and homo-erectus (“Eve”) both died out after Nenaderthal 
(“Abel”) but before the floods, and that cromagnons (“Cain”), did not survive them 
long, mostly going extinct around that same time period as well. This left, following 
the Mesopotamian floods, only our own species remaining. Humans are a hodge-
podge species, a mixture of all the others. Each of our species “races” evolved due to a 
different re-combination of these other pre-deluvial species. Aboriginal Negroids 
(black skin) come from homo-erectus and australopithocenes. Islander Asiatics and 
Native Americans (red skin) come from homo-erectus and cromagnons. Mongoloid 
Asiatics (yellow skin) come from australopithecus and cromagnons. Indo-Europeans 
(pale skin) come from homo-erectus and homo-sapiens, and Semites (dark skin) come 
from homo-sapiens and cromagnons. Ultimately, however, by now we are all only 
humans, all of us alike in spirit, even if different in the colours of our skins.

2e2. the "Anti-Christ" Seth and an "Ascended Master" or "Christ"

If “Adam” in the Bible stands for the archetypal “every man” of the australopithocus 
species, then “Seth” was the original “every man” of humanity given in the Genesis 
chapters of the Bible. Thus, if “Seth” was the “every man” of early homo-sapiens, 
then the goal of the psychic “Pope” of the Order nowadays is to ascend above this 
stereo-type determined, largely, by culture, to achieve one-ness with “Christ 
consciousness” or absolutely free unique individuaity. If one achieves “Kether,” the 
“crown” or “Christ consciousness,” it is usually not for a very long time that one can 
maintain their mental transcendence of everyday duties, the chores of survival, 
one’s ego, etc. and so the “crown of thorns” is passed around “from head to head.” 
This, it is thought, is the most direct form of democracy for the psychic Order of 
Death possible. However, this situation remains true only between aeonic Popes, or 
Popes over the various 400 year long ages, and while such people are alive, they tend 
to consume alot of time in the mode of “heavy hangs the head who wears the crown.”

2e2a. the cult of the Sethites in year zero (the 3 stele of Shem)

Following the life-time of Jesus, in the first century “AD,” there was a cult religion 
that spread from India to Spain, as far north as England and as far south as Ethiopia. 
It was a sub-sect of Christianity, and a contemporary competitor with the early 
Church fathers of the religion we now call “Catholic” Christianity, who were then, as 
now, centered more or less entirely out of Rome, Italy, at, essentially, the middle of 
the map. The “Sethians” then were opposed to the “Catholic” concepts of the Trinity, 
the miracles, the Resurrection, the sacrements, the Divinity of and the Gospels about 
Jesus, whom, yet, both sects called their “Christ.” The “Sethites” were eventually 
brutally purged by the early church-fathers of “Catholic” Christianity, mostly 
burned at the stake as heretics, but their beliefs continued to influence later Gnostic-
minded thinkers who would find the scriptures of this cult religion in the Nag 
Hammadi library from 2nd century AD Egypt.

2e2b. the neo-Sethian cult of (+) 2000 YP (the neo-con Zionists)

Now, all that has been fought for, all the blood lost, for the cause of the original 
Gnostic Sethites, like the martyred Gnostic Yeshuah Ben Padiah himself, seems to 
have been wasted for nothing and lost forever on account of a sudden coup-de-tat by 



infiltrators from within the modern Gnostic cults themselves. The infiltrating 
traitors who betrayed their Gnostic brethrens’ beliefs now are long-term mole-spies 
sent, many generations before now, originally by order of the Catholic Pope to join 
Masonic lodges and subvert their dogma into “Luciferianism” in order to discredit 
Free Masonry from within. In the modern times, this elder cult of the “Illuminati,” 
formed by the ex-Jesuit Hebrew libertine Adam Weishaupt in 1776 AD, has completely 
usurped and now totally commands the occult network of underground belief systems 
that had been opposed, even as recently as 1900, to influence by “infallible” Bull. 
These “Luciferians” believe, very strongly, in their cause: to blow up planet earth. 
They are “neo-Sethians” insofar as they believe that, by living out the plot laid down 
in the “Protocols of Zion,” they will induce Jesus Christ to re-appear in modern times.

2e2c. the Pythagorean Order in year zero (the cult of Yeshua)

By the lifetime of the “Pope” of the psychic Order of Death during the first half of 
the first century, following the “year zero” date Pythagoras predicted for his cult in 
this Order, the goals Pythagoras had laid out for his cult’s followers in the Order 
called for the “Pope” to work, continuing on the work of the Popes since Pythagoras, 
on the project of dividing the Order into an esoteric cult behind an exoteric religion, 
and inventing a way to replace popular pantheisms with this 1 monotheist religion. 
The “Pope” at this time was Yeshua Ben Padiah, whose primary personal contribution 
to the Order’s “Great Work” was the “Angel Scroll” comparing Greek Gnostic to 
Hebrew Essene pantheon names. His character was set into the fictional narratives of 
the New Testament Biblical Gospels, which were written by Romans, including the 
Plinies, the Pesos and the Flavians, and lived, in the context of their fictions, a vastly 
different life than in reality, however it is these fictional Gospels’ accounts we know 
now, and all sense of the reality of this person has been lost. By the actions of Jesus 
as a fictional character in the Gospels, Roman Pantheism was, eventually, defeated by 
monotheist Christianity.

2e2d. the Pythagorean Order of (+) 2000 YP (the cult of Theosophy)

Among the modern global wealthy class, the so-called “business class,” the “jet set” -  
who can afford to travel on account of having a corporate job that pays them to, who 
can afford to send their kids to college (before they too are assured a corporate job) 
on gov’t grants and bank-approved loans, and who can afford to be lucky enough to 
be born into wealth in a “civilised” nation with a more free-market economy - there 
is a detached attitude toward any negative consequences of their own actions, as in a 
soldier who is “just following orders.” This is a dangerous charade: to play stupid to 
hide the fact one is stupid fools no one. Despite the emperor having no clothes, the 
rich elite have attempted to adapt to some Gnostic beliefs, and invented “Theosophy.” 
This is, in effect, a concession by the rich elite infiltrators of liberty-oriented male 
social clubs (“secret societies”) toward the original Gnostic “Archons” of the 12-sign 
solar aeon “zodiac round” calendar. But even “Theosophy’s” dull acceptance of re-
incarnation doctrines is too little a concession on their part to apease most of the 
modern opponents of the rich elite, “neo-Sethian,” neo-con Zionists. It does not, 
however, go un-recognised by those of us in the POD as originating with Pythagoras.

2f. the "True Pope" of the Lemurian Church-Bank in Atlantean Democracy

The “True Pope” (as opposed to the “false Pope” of the Holy Roman Catholic Christian 
Church, ruler of the psychic empire called “Christendom”) is whoever is the most 
intellectually stimulated mind alive on any planet at any given time. This role is thus 
played by many people over time, but the dominant personality type of whom this 



title belongs to changes more gradually, more slowly, and less often than does the 
crown to the head which wears it. The role of the “True Pope” is to study numerology 
and to keep track of their records regarding the keeping of aeonic calendrical time. 
By applying numerology to calendrical studies of systems and their histories, the 
“Pope” of such a psychic Order as exists now helps to build up the ideals of, and thus 
to restore, “Atlantean Democracy,” which is based on odd-prime numbers of office 
holders in each of three “pillar” groups. The “Pope” is a go-between who fully knows 
the ways of the “Enochian Communications System” of the “Lemurian Church-Bank” 
system of energy-based economic-religion, as well as the ways of “Atlantean 
Democracy” that are best for a form of government in the psychic “Order of Death.”

2f1. the phi / pi spiral Avenue of the Dead in Atlantis

“Atlantis” is not a real place (neither in the sense myths tells us “Agade” the capitol 
of “Nibiru” might be real, if it was in Antarctica, for example, or in the common 
sense of saying “New York” or “Las Angeles” are real places now). “Atlantis” is now, 
at most, a place where like-minded people can share their imaginations about what 
best constitutes a new, more liberated form of political system for a utopia. It is, itself, 
meant to be a “mental university,” where people of equal inspirational potential may 
congregate and share in studies of the topics explained and acted out there. In the 
core of this “psychic Atlantis,” we find the “Avenue of the Dead” or the “Tao 
(meaning “way” or “path”) of Death.” This term was used often in ancient and elder 
pyramid-building cultures in various locations throughout all continents on earth. 
The street is paved in gold bricks, welded together by silver. It is a “Phi” spiral (or a 
“Fibonnaci” spiral based on a circulating expansion of the “Golden ratio” or “phi”) 
combined with a “Pi” spiral (or a “spira mirabillis,” a usual Fermat or logarithmic 
spiral, like the groove of a circular record). Along the “Avenue of the Dead” in this 
idealised “Atlantis” there are 5 buildings, expressed in the form of the 5 “Platonic” 
(regular polygonal) solids, expanding outward from the core of the spiral in the 
order: the green Papal tetrahedron; the orange Jury octahedron; the blue Church-
Bank octahedron; the pink cubic Monastery; and the yellow dodecahedronal Senate. 
We will now discuss these, in the opposite order.

2f1a. the dodecahedronal Senate

Just as the structure of these buildings is based on the numerology of their attributes 
(such that the green tetrahedron of 14 traits is at the archway above the pink cube 
and the orange octahedron of 26 traits, in turn above the blue isocahedron and the 
yellow dodecahedron of 62 total traits each) so too is their order of placement along 
the “Avenue of the Dead” based on numerology of their shapes (the pentagram of 5, 
the square of 4, the isocahedron, octahedron and tetrahedron of triangles of 3). Thus, 
the 3, 4 and 5 sides “Pythagorean” triangle (Euclid’s I-47) crops up as the 3, 4, and 5 
sided polygonal shapes of the sides of the structures that thus crop up along the “Way 
of Death” in “Atlantis” for the modern POD. The “yellow” dodecahedronal building of 
the “Atlantean Senate” is actually not yellow, but a combination of all these spectral 
hues according to the colour-coded basis for its architecture. It has 4 lodges, one for 
the pink cube of “earth,” one for the blue isocahedron of “water,” one for the yellow 
dodecahedron of “air,” and one for the orange octahedron of “fire,” and a public 
entrance symbolised by the green tetrahedron, opening into the Senate convened by 
these 4 Elemental lodges, symbolising, itself, the spirit element unifying them all.

2f1b. the cubic Monastery

The Monastery building consists of half a cube, partially submerged into the earth, 



such that all that is exposed is a square-shaped ground-level auditorium, inside of 
which is circular stadium-style stepped bench-seating with three levels. At center-
stage of this amphitheatre is a small circular platform divided by 3 walls joining at 
the platform’s center. This platform rotates such that the actions played out on the 
stage surface, divided into 3 triangular sections, will gradually become visible and 
may be then be seen in their entirety by anyone who stays sitting anywhere in the 
amphitheatre eventually. However, the actors on the stage each pass through a door-
way between the 3 sections of the stage as the stage rotates, such that the same actors 
will always be in the same general location on stage relative to the audience. Thus, 
there are three groups of actors, one for each section of the stage, at all times. One 
group has three members, one has two, and the last has only one.

2f1c. the isocahedronal Church-Bank

The “blue” isocahedronal shape is associated with the elemental lodge of “Water,” as 
well as with the middle-age of the “Bund” degrees “5 party” system. In terms of the 
structures built along the “Avenue of the Dead” in “Atlantis,” it is the one selected to 
house the primary accounting node for the entire global “ECS” (ZPE / Psi -tracking 
network comprising the energy-based economic-religion). At the church-bank work 
usually three managers, 5 middle-managers and 7 actual “tellers” who interface with 
the public. The architecture inside the isoahedronal shaped structure is based around 
the entire shape of the structure being partially submerged, and only  half above 
ground. Thus, ground level of the isocahedronal Church-Bank building, where the 7 
tellers work to interface with each customer, seperates the base-ment level, where 
the 3 managers work, and the upper-floor, where the 5 middle-managers offices are. 
Through the middle of the isoahedronal framework, tiled in glass walls and divided, 
thus, into three floors - the basement, the ground floor and the upper-floor or top 
level - is a massive cylindrical pillar or column. This hollow column serves as a spiral 
stair-well that connects the open-air ceiling of the structure to the vault at basement 
level. In the vault at the bottom of this hollow pillar, surrounded by twin spiral stairs 
for easy access up and down, is a huge meteorite, a hollow, crystal geode rock, that is 
floating in a pool of water in the basement of the submerged pillar. At the other end, 
the open-air ceiling of the cylindrical structure, there is an enormous spiralled coil 
of exposed copper wire, surrounding the circular sun-roof.

2f1d. the octahedronal Jury-bench

The octahedronal jury bench has, like the cubical Monastery and isohedronal 
Church-Bank buildings, been halfway sunk into the ground beside the “Avenue of 
the Dead” in the POD’s imaginarty capitol of “Atlantis.” The, usually orange for fire 
in the POD’s “Bund degrees” symbolism, octahedron is, in the large building format 
of the jury-bench partially sunk into a hill, sloping up to the “Avenue of the Dead” 
and down to the shore of the stream that tributaries from a fountain in the centre of 
the Atlantean capitol, next to the Papal tetrahedron. The one exposed side of the 
octahedron that follows the slope of the hill has been carved into seven steps, each 
coloured according to the spectrum. Into the middle of this stepped side has also been 
cut a recessed arched door-way leading into the underground tunnels that connect 
all the buildings along the “Avenue of the Dead” deeper underground than the river.

2f1e. the Papal tetrahedron

The Papal residence is a small green tetrahedronal building at the middle of the 
capitol city of Atlantis. It has a single door to the outside, and a trap-door inside it 
leading to the tunnels under the cannal. It serves as a house and, symbolically, for 



and a seat of auhority, for the Papal Throne, the bench on which the Pope sits at all 
times, and is carried around on by his two alternates, the “Inner Head of the Order” 
(IHO) and the “Outer Head of the Order” (OHO), who serve as the Pope’s body-doubles. 
Because the Pope can also be a member of the “public” party, there can be a non-
psychic Pope of the psychic Order of Death. When this is the case, much depends on 
one who, themselves, can know nothing about the rules of “Atlantean Democracy,” 
let alone the maps of tunnels below the “Atlantean” capitol. If there reamin any 
secrets in Atlantis, they are known only to the Pope, because only the Pope’s two 
alternates posess the twin Papal keys to unlock the underground tunnels’ doorways, 
and may only do so on command of the Pope, and never under the Pope’s duress.

2f2. the twin Tablets of the Law in Atlantis

The most sacred secret of “Atalntean” society, if such can even exist in an entirely 
psychic society, relates to the true meaning of the twin tablets of Atlantean Law. 
There are three pillars, a basis and two tablets of the Law in Atlantis, as well as, of 
course, the written consitutions and the 64 tiled floor of the Senate, but of all of these 
the most power, and the primary source thereof for its holder, the Pope, are the twin 
tablets, because their full explanation is not publically known nor even very well 
understood among those who have any knowledge of it. The two tablets (flat arched 
rectangles of stone) each have a front, engraved with some equations of sums, and a 
back, on which is engraved the most mysterious aspect of all “Atlantean” society as it 
is imagined by the POD, because it borders on being “too real” in this context. On the 
backs of the twin tavlets of the law in Atlantis are, on one, a simple zodiac circle, 
divided inside the circle by 6 lines into 7 sections, and on the other, a very odd shaped 
“relic” that outlines a flattened “Phi” spiral of increasing sized squares. Inside the 
zodiac circle, related to the common 12 signs for constellations and the 7 for the solar 
system’s neighborhood of (all the, then known) planets, were strange glyphs not 
familiar to very many people, and these appear, likewise, around the edge and inside 
the strange “relic” pattern as well. The green glyphs on the zodiac round are “places 
in the zodiac” that fit together to form the “relic” pattern shape. The red glyphs on 
the zodiac round are the signatures of 7 rulers on this original “relic” shape. Because 
the shape of the “relic” pattern was lost at the time of the floods that ended Atlantean 
society, only their use as 7 “places in the zodiac” and 7 “sigils of the planetary arch-
angels” remained, although their original combination into the pattern of the 
“relic” shape was forgotten.

2f2a. the phi gnomon spiral signed by the 7 kings of Atlantis

The real meaning of the twin tablets is that, at the time it was destroyed in the flood, 
the sacred secrets and psychic teachings of Atlantis were preserved and passed down 
to the earliest inhabitants to recover from the floods, the Chaldeans of Mesopotamia, 
the Sumerians and Akkadians who reformed into Uruk and, eventually, to Babylon. 
Although the true depth of the nature of this teaching seems to have been lost or 
forgotten, if it has even fully been measured at all, it appears clear that the 7 “places 
in the zodiac” (of Chaldean amulets and talismans), and the 7 “sigils of arch-angels” 
attributed to the 7 days of the week (originally also Chaldean in origin, but recopied 
in numerous medieval grimoires), may originate in the area from a time before the 
flood, and that, thus, in this form, they may signify a much higher form of science 
and knowledge than we possess even today. It is also obvious this would mean these 
Chaldean “amulets” and “sigils” were the basis for the 12 signs of the Babylonian 
zodiac round and the 7 “Olympic” planetary dignities, and not the other way around.

2f2b. the circular decipherment of the 7 signatures (7 within 12)



The method of transcribing the 7 “places of the zodiac,” that combine to form the 
“relic” pattern of the spiralling array of various sized squares, onto the Babylonian 
“zodiac round” circle was to break the “relic” pattern apart into 7 pieces, each with a 
“sigil” signature on it, and to arrange these into 7 sections formed between 5 parallel 
lines (and one perpendicular) drawn across the space inside the circle. The 12 
segments of the circle so divided across into 7 sections by 6 lines (5 parallel and 1 at a 
right angle) became the model behind modern astronomy of the 12 lunar mansions 
ruled over by the 7 planetary dignities. Thus, “Saturn” rules “Aquarius” and 
“Capricorn;” “Jupiter” rules “Pisces” and “Saggitarius;” “Mars” rules “Aries” and 
“Scorpio;” “Venus” rules “Taurus” and “Libra;” “Mercury” rules “ Gemini” and 
“Virgo;” “Cancer” is ruled by the “Moon” and “Leo” by the “Sun.” However, once 
upon a time in “Atlantis,” “Aratron” and “Cassiel” corresponded to Saturday (planet 
saturn); “Bethor” and “Sachiel” to Thursday (planet jupiter); “Phaleg” and Camael” 
to Tuesday (planet mars); “Och” and “Michael” to Sunday (the sun); “Hagith” and 
“Anael” to Friday (planet venus); “Ophiel” and “Raphael” to Wednesday (planet 
mercury); “Phul”  and “  Gabriel” to Monday (the moon).

2f2c. the deal to preserve a psychic Order of Death among the 7 kings

The fact of the 7 “angelic sigils” fitting into the 7 “places in the zodiac” amulets is 
little known, but the re-placing together into a single shape, the “relic” pattern, of 
these 7 “places in the zodiac” is not known at all. When one recombines all these 
forms into the single “relic” shape, one is holding in their hands one of the two keys 
used to unlock the geode data in the Lemurian church-bank. The significance of this 
shape is simple: it demonstrates an advanced knowledge of geoemtry for anyone of 
such an early era in the development of our modern civilisation, insofar as it 
requires one to use a subjective base-unit to measure the sizes of the squares in such 
a “Phi” spiral pattern, but more importantly, it demonstrates the translation of the 7 
traits group to the 12 traits group sets as being between the 7 signators on the “relic” 
seal, and the intelligence that designed the base-12 “zodiac round” system. Thus, the 
existence of such a “relic,” re-assemblable from modern “sacred mysteries” such as 
the glyphs on ancient amulets, proves the 7 signators (the “arch-angelic sigils”) 
invented the “Babylonian” 12-sign “zodiac round” design even prior to the floods.

2f2d. the abrogation of the "cult of sleep" as a slave-class for the Order

The full meaning of the glyphs and seals, the “sigils” and “places in the zodiac,” on 
the back of the “tablets of the law” is unknown to most, uninteresting to many, a 
secret to a few and completely understood by only one in all the psychic Order. 
However, the sums in the equations on the fronts of the tablets are easily readable by 
any and all. These equations are, as engraved, thus:

2 = 1 + 1
3 = 1/4 [of] 12 3 = 1 + 2
4 = 1/3 [of] 12 4 = 1 + 3
7 = 3 + 4 7 = 3 + 4
11 = 7 + 4 12 = 7 + 3 + 2

Thus, the psychic “Order of Death” was separated from, and allowed to govern over, 
the non-psychic “cult of sleep” at the time of the flood, because the “cult of sleep” 
and “Order of Death” both were then allowed to compute the sums on the tablets’ 
fronts, but only a small group of advanced occultists knew of the seals on the backs.



2f3. the election of a new, singular Pope each 400 years

Every 400 years, the Bund orders slip down one slot, and one elder cult is dropped 
from ranks of representation in the POD Bund so that a newer cult may be added. 
When this happens, whichever cult is newest and most popular among the people, 
both outright psychic and non-psychics investigating the “occult,” is conscripted as 
the top-ranking group in the POD Bund degree system. In Atlantean society, members 
of the newest cult group taken into the Bund every 400 years hold the highest ranks 
of senators (the area chair grand masters of the senate are all members of the newest 
Bund group) and, although fewest in memership, comprise the leadership offices of 
the Lemurian church-banking system as well. Although such a new group is so 
important in “Atlantean” society (in the POD system), it is often created first, before 
becoming part of the “Order of Death’s” Bund system, by someone who knows 
nothing of the psychic Order, and whom may even be a non-psychic themselves. 
Thus, when a new cult group is added to the Order’s Bund degrees every 400 years, the 
new group remains, itself, primitive, but is simultaneously thrust into authority. The 
personality of the Pope of such a new cult Bund degree, particularly those who are 
“Popes” of their own orders during seasonal changes in the Aeons, defines a stereo-
type for the image, mannerisms and beliefs of that person as the imprint model for 
the Popes elected (or appointed) during the intervening generations. Each “Pope” is 
seen as a re-incarnation of the last.

2f3a. the duties and priveledges of a Pope over the psychic Order of Death

One would imagine the priveledges of a psychic Pope to be quite alot, and their duties 
to be very little, but the opposite is the case. Having a single, figurehead “ruler” of 
all psychic society is an idea quite inconceivable to most in the first place. However, 
for the protection against the office accumulating any further power than a title, all 
the checks and balances written into the Atlantean Constitutions about institution of 
the Papal office, its duties and priveledges, have been codefied, and can be added to as 
well. To be a “Pope” of the psychic “Order of Death” gives one ultimate say over the 
use of the “cult of sleep,” but never without oversight by the other chief executives, 
and ultimately, a great amount of Psi-energy able ot access a larger amount of ZPE as 
the collective account in the Lemurian church-bank. But duties pre-occupy most 
Popes from pursuing any sudden, spontaneous changes to their own life-time’s 
societies, so the full potential of Psi-energy accessable by “Kether” or “Christ 
consciousness,” attained to by any and all, largely goes untapped, let alone is put to 
intentional evil.

2f3a1. to preserve Atlantean Democracy (based on ideal #-theory)

There have been many “Popes” of the neo-Sethian sect, which is presently vying to 
infiltrate and subvert the new cult group in the POD Bund, the OTO, who have fought 
to keep their plans to “save the world by destroying it” a secret from the people 
while carrying out their preparatory phases. This is not a usual policy. Nor is the, 
equally neo-Sethian in practice, policy of forcing non-Democracies to confrom, nor 
of “preserving the documents, not the ideals” of Democracy, nor planning to destroy 
the world; none of these are real “ideals” in the sense of their being “good,” and so 
none can be espoused by the “Pythagoreans” of the psychic Order of Death, because 
we are utopians. Our system of government might not be the same as the political 
structure governing the people who live in our own neighborhoods, nations, etc. 
However, we always respect and obey their political structure and its laws, so as not to 
besmirch our political causes, which include, primarily, pacifism and majority rule.



2f3a2. to maintain the Law of the Order of Death over the "cult of sleep"

Technically speaking there is no “Law” in “Atlantis,” not only because there is no 
such place now, except in our minds as an ideal, but more importantly because no law 
imagined by one mind can ever come to fully control, and thus be enforced over, any 
other mind. This is how it is and should be, meaning more than merely practically, 
morally speaking as well, it cannot be any other way. The Constitution of “Atlantean 
Democracy” plays the role, thus, of limiting the authorities of the government in 
such a system, rather than expanding them. The government exists to make and 
enforce laws, and as such, is unnecessary, at best, in a purely psychic society. 
However, because there are some who do not know, and others still who know and 
reject, the methods of participating in citizenship in “Atlantis,” there exists the 
divide between the POD and the “cult of sleep.” From the point of view of the “cult of 
sleep,” or non-psychics, their fear is that a “psychic Pope” would be a mental 
dictator; from the point of view of the “Order of Death,” or psychics, the goal of 
“Atlantean Democracy” is to limit the possibility of such from ever actually occuring.

2f3a3. to recognise the cycle of the Popes over the Ages and Aeons

The “Lemurian Pope” in “Atlantean Democracy,” in addition to keeping sacred the 
ideal #-theories behind this form of government and, by their leadership in doing 
so, encouraging those who are otherwise led to be set free from their blind beliefs, is 
given to study the complete and current calendars in the posession of the POD, and 
these include the “Atlantean,” the “Lemurian,” the “year zero” and modern “POD.” 
The key to comparing them all is the “Seasons of the Popes” document in the 
Atlantean constitutions. In short, anyone is potentially the “Most High” (or psychic 
“Pope”) at any given time, but those who are aware of such do, over time, follow by 
stereotypically copying archetypical individuals, mimic certain patterns for certain 
durations before changeing to a new one. These occur, generally, 5 times, about 
every 400 years, in each 2,000 year long Aeon.

2f3b. the archetype of a Lemurian Pope of Atlantis

Thus, whoever is wisest is whoever is both: A) the most learned and skilled; and B) the 
most quick-thinking and creative. However, these are rarely in a perfect 1:1 balance 
in anyone. So, anyone who achieves to the position of “psychic Pope” or “Most High” 
mind alive at any time, will sway more toward one side or the other over time. Some 
times the person elected to the position is more learned, other times more creative. 
Some times the person is highly skilled in the psychic arts, a long-standing public 
servant who has sought out the “crown” not to expand their own rights but to help 
the public good, while other times the person elected by the other chief executives is 
someone random from the “public,” the “cult of sleep,” or a non-psychic, who leads 
the rest by their example without even knowing they are really doing so.

2f3b1. the ideals of every Pope of the Order of Death

Although there are, then, many diversely different people who wear the “psychic 
crown” of “Kether” or “Christ Consciousness,” and who thus, whether they know it 
or not, serve as the “Pope” of the psychic, “Order of Death” conspiracy, all the minds 
who have held this position have held many common ideals. The concept of 
“Atlantis” as an idealised utopia is to collect into one, common “memory castle” all 
these idealised concepts, to study them by applying ideal #-theory, and to improve 
the existing systems of relationships we see around ourselves into more ideal forms.



2f3b2. the duty and priveledge of the Pope to uphold Atlantean Democracy

The highest ideal in the idealised utopia of “Atlantis,” where all is based on ideal #-
theory, is to preserve, protect and defend, to restore, maintain and uphold, the ideal 
form of government: Anarchy. In a world where all is mental, where even the trees, 
the rocks and rivers themselves are psychic, there is no need for any form of 
government, religion, economy, law nor, even, the concept of “natural rights.” All 
simply is, and, if left unimpeded, will continue to expand mentally into the forever. 
There is no “class structure,” no “division of labour;” there is no “structure,” nor 
any “labour,” let alone “classes” or “division.” All is, as it was before nature began to 
become accelerated into human history, a simple, natural, symbiotic equilibrium. 

2f3b3. the role of the Pope to control the exoteric "cult of sleep"

Thus, the role of any “Pope” over such a system should be to admonish all thoughts to 
enter their mind for disturbing the peace of unfettered, utterly liberated and 
absolutely unique experience of ego-less, post-death, numbing non-existence. The 
mind of the “psychic Pope” should, as leader, be honor bound by oath to non-exist. 
They should, by natural right, be encouraged to seek “nirvana” or “inner-peace,” 
find equilibrium within themself, and to clear their mind of selfish and destructive 
thoughts. Ideally speaking, the mind of such a “Lemurian Pope” in “Atlantean 
Democracy” should seek to be as clear as glass, as thin as the wind, as open as a book, 
at all times. This is how the “Pope” liberates sleepers from their own influence.

2f4. the Papal ruins and reliquary garden

The reliquary gardens rest atop the ruins of the Atlantean Senate. Because the 
constitution stipulates that the government can be moved, by the people, to be 
dissolved, and because the real need and use for government is non-existent, then 
the ultimate ends of any Atlantean Senate building is in the condition of the ruins at 
the foundation of the reliquary gardens. Because all governments self-destruct, and 
because the role of Atlantean Democracy is to miminize the impact of governments 
on individuals, it is a better sign to find the ruins of an Atlantean Senate than it is to 
find one still in use. The “Papal gazebo” is a domed structure built in the centre of the 
pentagonal reliquary gardens.

2f4a. the "rose" that grew in the ruins

This term, “sub rosa,” meaning “beneath the rose,” or “behind the lips of silence,” 
has long been taken to meant to refer to secrecy amongst conspirators, however the 
“rose” symbol pre-dates this interpretation, and meant, in its “Atlantean” (at least, in 
reality, pre-deluvial) origins, “knowledge,” or “that which is kept secret,” not the act 
of keeping it secret, or “to keep secret” as “sub rosa” implies. Likewise the root of 
“conspiracy” being “conspirare,” to “breathe together,” and “Cabal” being “QBLH,” 
meaning the “received” (or oral) “tradition.” The “knowledge” this all originally 
refers to is the “rose” of “Atlantis,” that is a symbol of the “relic” upon which was 
based the Babylonian “zodiac round,” relating the “relic” pattern to a tesseract. The 
“relic” is seen as the “thorns” and the tesseract as the “blossom” of this “rose.”

2f4b. the "name" of the "rose"

The “name” of this “rose,” symbolising the “lost” or “secret” knowledge of Atlantis, 
is “666” symbolising three forms of “Phi” spiral: 1) the right angled; 2) the curved; 
and 3) the triangled. When you take these three “6” shaped figures and overlap them 



all, the result is a template for the “Avenue of the Dead,” the golden-bricked road in 
the capitol of “Atlantis.” Along this spiral shape naturally unfold the sequence of the 
regular polygons and, along the way of the Dead, their rhombic solid forms. These 
unfold from the singularity or “origin” (the tetrahedron) at the core, to the next 
outward, the duality or “line” (the octahedron), to the “triangle” (the isocahedron) to 
the “square” (the cube) to the “pentagon” (the dodecahedron).

2f4c. the True Crown of the Levite Pope

The “true crown” of the “Levite Pope” refers to “Kether” or “Christ Consciousness.” 
This concept is, in essence, that when one has achieved their maximum potential 
clarity of mind-state at any given time, and has, by their wisdom, demonstrated their 
worthiness to bear these duties, one may begin to be allowed to studied the sacred and 
secret science of the “Most High,” the science of “Psi” over ZPE, or the use of the ECS.

2f4d. the Maltese cross of 4 pentagrams

This insignia, possibly later copied by the “Knights of Malta” cross-motif design, is 
based on arranging 4 pentagrams such that every “star” joins “hands.” Its original 
symbolic meaning was to symbolise the role of the Pope relative to the roles of the 4 
“Elemental” Lodges of Atlantean Democratic society. These serve, there, the role that 
“schools” serve here and now. Each can only offer so much, or rather, up to a certain 
“degree,” and then one must expand their horizons to learn more seeking elsewhere. 
Such are the 4 “Elemental” Lodges seen as from the point of view of the “Pope,” who 
should always remember their role is to serve the “public” or 5th, “spirit” Lodge.

2f5. the roles of the OHO, the IHO, and the Pope

The Pope has two alternates. These alternates are outside the Senate, and act as 
momentary “continuity of office” transition accountants whenever one Pope dies or 
is killed and the Senators must be called to elect and appoint another. These two 
alternates serve as the Pope’s secretaries and servants, as well as their body-doubles 
and personal guards. Although their garbs do not reflect their rank, and show both 
as equal and opposite in combinations of hues (one wears the orange of fire and the 
blue of water, the other the pink of earth and the yellow of air), one of these two 
alternates serves directly under the Pope, while the other serves under this superior 
alternate. They serve as, redundantly, a “Pope,” an “Inner Head of the Order” (IHO) 
and an “Outer Head of the Order” (OHO).

2f5a. the Outer Head of the Order manipulates the "cult of sleep"

The lowest rank of the 2 Papal alternates, the “OHO” or “Outer Head of the Order,” 
serves the duties outlined for them by the higher rank Papal alternate, the “IHO” or 
“Inner Head of the Order,” and serve as co-secretary to the “Lemurian Pope” of 
“Atlantis.” The role assigned to the OHO relative to the Pope is to rule on their behalf 
over the non-psychic “cult of sleep.” Because everyone is telepathic, nothing can be 
kept secret, including any disobedience by the OHO or IHO against the Papal will. 
They serve, at the pleasure of the Pope, as the twin sides of one body, that is, in itself, 
the office of the Pope. Just as the Pope serves at the pleasure of the Senate, and the 
Senate at the pleasure of the People, so too can can anyone become Pope in Atlantis. 
However, first one serves as OHO, then IHO, then one may be nominated to be a Pope.

2f5b. the Inner Head of the Order secretly rules the Order of Death



Because of how the Papal office is divided into 3 parts: an OHO, an IHO and a Pope, 
when a Pope dies (or is otherwise replaced), there is a moment when the office of the 
IHO, the first Papal alternate, must be allowed to take command of the government in 
the event of assembling the Senators to nominate and elect another (or dissolve the 
office of) Pope of the psychic Order of Death. Because the role of the Pope is only as a 
figure-head of the Senate’s authority, a Papal death can imply a weakness to any 
surrounding enemies of the current Senators. Thus, the role of the IHO in assembling 
the 23 Senators in a dilligent manner can be historically pivotal. Also, because the 
IHO stands to become the top nominee in any subsequent election-appointment by 
the 23 Senators and, from among them, the 7 chief-Executives in particular, their 
motivation to kill their own Papal Master should never be overlooked.

2f5c. the Pope of Atlantis as the combined minds of all beings on earth

Because the “crown” of “Kether” or “Christ Consciousness” is a psychic condition, a 
state of mind, a cognitive perceptual fluctuation, rarely occuring in ordinary, every-
day mundane social reality, it is considered, even now, by many, “paranormal,” 
“trans-mundane” or even “metaphysical.” It is, however, solely a holographic 
reflection inside a being’s brain, inside the patterns defining their DNA, of the 
comsos and mind of God. Thus, to listen to the “channel” or “wavelength” / 
“frequency” on which is transmitted the thoughts of God, one must make their own 
brain’s interior alike the pattern of the cosmos. Each pattern is unique, each cosmos 
different, each reception of the Voice of God slitghtly out of phase to any other; but 
still all combine to form a massive fractalisable hologram of sentient brains inside 
sentient brains inside sentient brains, or, as the ancients said, “turtles all the way 
down.” When one perceives this, one enters “Kether” consciousness.

2f5c1. the "Son of Mankind," "Christ Consciousness" and "Kether"

The condition of absolute mental silence does not preclude the ability to listen or 
“tune in” on other subtle-vibrations in the ether, including those below the sensory 
spectrum that could only be classed as other people’s personal thoughts. When you 
have discovered the ability to silence your own mind, you can choose whom to “tune 
in” on. If you decide to discover so, you can find there are levels of mind accessable 
on the levels of tachyons, quanta, atoms, molecules, DNA, cells, species, planets, stars, 
galaxies and the entire known cosmos. There is one mind throughout all these levels. 
It is the mind of the one who listens in on all these channels simultaneously. When 
we all equally desire to attain to one and the same end, it elevates the level of value of 
that end for us all, and this causes “negentropy” to flourish.

2f5c2. to channel the mind of the "Most High" is to be the Pope

When you obtain to the knowledge of, to the desire for, to the pursuit of, and to the 
eventual attainment of, the “Crown” of “Christ Consciousness,” you see the twin 
kingdoms as divided between the realms of mind above and of material physical 
reality below, where the mind is signified by the tesseract, and the body the “relic,” 
which, both combined, form the “rose” of “Atlantis.” Wheever the pursuit of 
“Atlantean Democracy” flourishes, eventually all living beings begin to prosper. The 
meaning of the “Rose” that grew in the “Atlantean ruins” is to “Be the Pope Yourself, 
for yourself and of yourself.” The final lesson of “Atlantean Democracy” is individual 
self-sovereignty.

2f5c3. the ponzi schema of the Order of Death and the Trinity



Too much emphasis is placed on the role of the “tripartite family unit” or “household 
cell” in the systems of the psychic Order of Death and the “Lemurian Church-Bank” 
that uses the ECS. The “tripartite family unit” or “household cell” is calculated as a 
single account that provides for a group (or tribe) of direct blood-line relatives; ie: 
the “Father,” the “Mother” and the “Offspring” variables are assumed as synonimous 
to the roles of the “Pope,” the “IHO” and the “OHO;” when in truth that comparison 
does not properly apply. The “Pope,” “IHO” and “OHO” are the same person, not only 
over time as one progresses up the ranks, but also at the same time, because their role 
is as a body-double for the Pope, an “alternate” or “stand in” for the Pope, and as the 
Papal secretary, often these offices simply all fall simultaneously onto the same 
person. This cannot be said to be true in the “father-mother-child” = “household” or 
“family” unit model, where the father and mother are both equally above the child.

2f5c3a. the triangle "eye" atop the tetrahedron "pyramid"

Because it is (although too often repeated) an error to think of the “family unit” or 
“trinity” concept of a ponzi-scheme or “tripartite halo” as the single office of “Pope” 
over the entire pychic “Order of Death” (because the Pope can be one in three AND 
three in one, while the usual “family unit” model cannot), the role of the “Lemurian 
Pope” of “Atlantean Democracy” is, also, too often confused with the present office of 
“Pope” in the Catholic Christian Church, whose role is to preserve their sacred 
“Trinity.” It should, again, be stressfully noted that, although superficial similarities 
can be drawn between these positions, ultimately the pontif of Christendom is the 
lesser position than the psychic Pope in Kether or “Christ Consciousness.”

2g. Why there are not 5 Popes

It is asked, ocassionally, why there are not single leaders of each of the Bund degrees 
who, collectively, comprise a congress of 5 heads, be they called then “Popes” or 
“whatever.”  The reason for this is simple, really. The 7 “Chief-Executives” of the 23 
member “Atlantean Senate” are elected from among the Senators, aside from the 
Pope and the two “public” chairs (one for the OHO and one for the IHO). Thus, 4 Chief 
Executives are elected, one from each “elemental” Lodge, and the fifth Lodge, of the 
“public” or “spirit” element, is dedicated to the Pope. Thus, 5 Chief Executives are 
elected, and each serves as the chair of one of the 5 “Bund” degree political parties. 
In all this, it must again and again be noted, the goal is to limit the authorities and 
the extent of their abiltiy to interfere in the personal sovereignty of individuals of 
anyone who would attain to the position of “Lemurian Pope of Atlantis” as so defined.

2g1. the 3 aeons of homo-sapien (Sethian) history

In the beginning, we are told, God created the heavens and earth in 6 days, and on 
the 7th rested. This has been the beginning of history since the first draft of the 
Torah, the “Lost Book of Enki” by Endubsar (Ibruim, Imhotep, etc.). This raises many 
questions, but offers no answers to any of them. Thus, we should discard this myth. 
We can use it as a metaphor, a framework of allusions we can compare to facts. But we 
should not forget this metaphorical framework of a running historical myth has 
been around since even before the exodus into Egypt out of Ur ~5,500 years ago, 
following the flood. However, if it existed prior to the flood, we cannot rightly know, 
as all written history, if even there was any then, seems to have been destroyed at 
that time. However, we can speculate the idea for keeping a record of history 
originated even before the flood, when there were 5 species of hominid co-
habitating earth at the same time. Thus, this idea might not, originally, be human.



2g1a. the first aeon: (-) 4000 - (-) 2000 YP

Following the flood, some 6,000 years ago, there was only one dominant hominid 
species across all the lands of the earth, and that was our own species, human beings. 
It is genocentric to imagine ourselves alone sentient; in point of fact, we are, due to 
our seeming dependence on verbal communication, perhaps the least intelligent of 
all the species on earth, the rest of whom are even more telepathic than we people. 
In the mythologised accounts of ancient history, it was following the flood, from 
6,000 to 5,000 years ago, that the “confusion of the tongues” event caused the creation 
in our species of verbal language(s, since all the different dialects were born, 
according to the myth, simultaneously and in the plural). This followed the flood, and 
preceded the exodus under Ibruim into Egypt out of Sumer. Just as the flood defined 
the end of the preceding aeon, so did the fall of the tower of Babel and destruction of 
Soddom and Gamorrha mark the birth of this first aeon in recorded human history.

2g1a1. the 5 ages of the first aeon

The first records of human history, the origins of our modern religious myths, were 
preserved by an elite class, autonomous from the rulers or the healers of early cities. 
Although writing, so far as we are now aware, began at this time also, the practise of 
preserving the historical myth was, we are told, begun even prior to this, and passed 
down orally; so we should not confuse the historians with exclusively the, then new, 
class of scribes. Whether they realised it or not, those who began the preservation of 
a historical narrative, albeit by now lost to metaphorical myths, also began the 
psychic Order of Death. Thus, we consider the first founder of this psychic 
conspiracy to be Ibruim, because prior to the flood, there was no “conspiracy.” The 
“Order of Death” as a psychic conspiracy only began following the flood.

2g1a1a. the Sumerian Annunaki: (-) 4000 - (-) 3600 YP

In the mythologised historical accounts written by Endubsar (called Ibruim and 
ImHotep, etc.), which we now call the “Lost Book of Enki,” we are introduced to the 
pantheon of Gods worshipped by the first people to rebuild following the floods, some 
5,500 years ago. The Sumerian Pantheon of Gods were called the Annunaki, and were 
an extra-terrestrial biological sentient species who genetically engineered the early 
hominid species. Of course, because the flood had destroyed all evidence for this, if 
there really ever were any, we can, now, reduce this to simply primitive superstition. 
In truth, at this time in the archaeological records, there were several cities occupied 
by thousands of people, such as Jericho, Asikli Hoyuk, Catal Hayuk and Ain Ghazal. 
These cities spawned the first civilised “class structure,” where there was a rigidly 
enforced distinction between the education of the priveledged elites and that of the 
gross majority. The smarter the rulers, the dumber they kept their masses. Hence, the 
reason for the combination of myths of their contemporary sciences having been 
gifts from alien “Gods.” While the intelligentsia studied these sciences, the poor were 
consigned to only worshipping these “Gods.”

2g1a1b. Babylonian Marduk: (-) 3600 - (-) 3200 YP

By about 5,500 years ago, civilised class structure as we know it today was in place. 
The reason we can say this, with a strong degree of certainty, is because it is known 
that by this time in human history people had invented money. Marduk, saviour son 
of an Annunaki “God,” was the original monotheist religion, but is remembered now 
as a God of hedonism because Babylon, in Marduk’s name, was a rich empire. In the 
metaphorical historical records that have survived until now, the so-called 



“religious” texts, the era of early Babylon under a monotheism to Marduk conquered 
all the southern cities of Sumer as well as all those of northern Akkadia, and this was 
chronicled metaphorically as the “tower of Babel.” In truth, communication did exist 
prior to the “confusion of the tongues,” as we are able now to read Apocryphal texts 
supposedly written down even before the flood. However, we are told in the mythical 
histories, it was at this time all the different original languages were formulated. The 
truth of the origins of all the contemporary lingual alphabets is that letters were 
originally symbols for number-sums, and language itself was a method of 
mathematics used by the rulers to control the complex Babylonian economy. The 
King controlled the Bankers controlled the Soldiers controlled the Slaves. All of this 
was achieved by the invention of the complex language of monetary record-keeping. 
All transactions in the oldest direct trade barter economies were transcribed on clay 
tablets in the Empire of Babylon, so that a certain portion of every trade could be 
taken as taxes. By now, the use of these written receipts has actually replaced even 
gold, the original form of a token-exchange of a third-party good as a value-symbol 
in an indirect trade taxed economy.

2g1a1c. Gilgamesh and Enkidu: (-) 3200 - (-) 2800 YP

Although Marduk was the monotheist God of the Empire of Babylon, the citizens in 
this original ante-deluvial dictatorship were kept in a constant condition of ignorant 
hedonism by the earliest popular novels, which continued to feature the mythical 
“Annunaki” pantheons’ exploits, and they were considered hethens, and Marduk a 
“false idol,” by the earliest disenchanted monotheists. The earliest known such novel 
was the serialised “Epic of Gilgamesh,” believed to be the first intentionally fictional 
writing ever. “Gilgamesh,” the main character of this novel, symbolised the 
disenchanted monotheists who dwelt under the monotheism of Marduk, while Enkidu, 
the “wild-man” friend of Gilgamesh, represented the hedonic promise of fiat money. 
Gilgamesh is described at first as a tyrant, who, only through befriending Enkidu as a 
brother, is finally tamed in his temper. The story progresses and Enkidu dies, causing 
Gilgamesh to seek a method of achieving immortal life. His quest leads him to 
Utnapishtim (based on the Sumerian king Ziasudra, the later “Biblical” Noah), but he 
eventually returns home empty-handed, a decrepit, forlorn failure. The “Epic of 
Gilgamesh” does, although not accepted as a “religious” text itself, tell a metaphorical 
and mythologised history that attempts to, as a moral, account for why civilisation in 
Babylon was as it then was, and how it had come to be so.

2g1a1d. Abraham-Imhotep, Isaac and Ishmael: (-) 2800 - (-) 2400 YP

Inspired by the negative characterisation of Gilgamesh as a disenchanted monotheist 
who rejected civilisation to foolishly seek and falsely find the true key to immortality 
was simple sea-weed, many actual disenchanted monotheists in the Babylonian 
Empire began an exodus out of Babylon into Egypt. At that time, Egypt was ruled by 
aboriginal Ethiopian Nubians, the predecessors of the modern African Dogon tribe. 
One of these emigrants from Babylon changed his name from “Endubsar,” the author 
of the “Lost Book of Enki,” to “Ibruim” or “Abraham” during his travels across Sinai 
from Babylon into Egypt, and again when he entered Egypt from “Ibruim” or 
“Abraham” to “ImHotep.” We are told the son of ImHotep was called PtaHotep in Egypt 
but that, in the religious myths, the son of “Abraham” was named either “Isaac” or 
“Ishmael.” Abraham is credited with founding the first monotheist faith to a “God” 
other than Marduk, the patron deity of the Babylonian Empire. Abraham’s name for 
his God is given in scripture as “Elohim,” meaning, in the possessive, “my God,” 
implying forever the pre-existence to this monotheism of the Annunaki Pantheon.



2g1a1e. North Egyptian Hyksos Kings: (-) 2400 - (-) 2000

For around 800 years there was continual emigration from the Babylonian Empire by 
disenchanted monotheists who, aware of their options from the Sumero-Akkadian 
Pantheon the Annunaki, chose not to worship Marduk. These immigrants (now called 
by anthropologists the “Indo-Europeans”) spread into all the lands around Babylon, 
forming the Vedic Caste system in pre-Hindu India, the earliest organisation into 
clans in China and the far-eastern Orient, the Egyptian Hyksos kings (who unifed the 
southern Nubian and northern Egyptian kingdoms under one Pharoah) and the 
earliest northern-European Vikings. Eventually, Babylonian emigrants into the 
eastern orient migrated northwest through the Caucus mountains into N. Europe, but 
for several hundred years prior to this, Egypt served as the focal lynch-pin for 
emigration from the orient and Babylon in the east, north into the Meditteranean 
and S. Europe. During this time, Egypt flourished and the Hyksos Pharaohs gained in 
knowledge and wealth.

2g1b. the second aeon: (-) 2000 YP - zero YP

The Babylonian practise of recording all directly bartered transactions on clay 
receipts in order to provide records to the King for annual taxation had been largely 
replaced, an aeon later, by the Hyksos Egyptian use of gold as a token-exchange 
commodity. Because gold was scarce, it had artificially high value, and this allowed it 
to, although it intrinsically posesses none in reality, symbolise the concept of value. 
Instead of needing to use clay receipts of real goods to determine what portion to tax, 
the Pharoahs of Egypt put a tax on their citizens’ holdings of gold directly. Insofar as 
gold was used as money, the Pharoahs grew extremely rich, while the citizens, 
though deprived of more and more of their own gold, were still able to trade it for 
goods and services like “bread and circus games.” This system allowed gradual 
economic growth to occur for the entire populous using it, and gave way eventually 
to more and more democratic ideas about how the ruling class should be comprised. 
By the end of this aeon, there was a stark polarisation between pro-dictatorship 
pantheists and pro-Democracy monotheists.

2g1b1. the 5 ages of the second aeon

Because the psychic conspiracy, first begun under the tyranny of Marduk’s 
monotheists in the Empire of Babylon, was gradually becoming more open-minded 
and publically acceptable during this aeon, we see it beginning with Moses, author of 
the Torah, and ending with Jesus, subject of the Gospels. Although during this aeon 
the Order of Death was beocming more liberal, more open and more popular it was 
only because of disenchanted monotheists rejecting Babylonian Marduk and, instead, 
inventing alternative pan- and / or mono-theisms from other “Gods” in the 
Annunaki Pantheon. Throughout this aeon, money meant authority over others, and 
thus the only true “monotheism” was money-theism. Although there were minor 
changes, the “Republic” of Plato was, essentially, the same Vedic caste system used in 
Hindu India: slaves served the soldiers served the bankers served the king. Only by 
persistent, unrelenting increasing awareness among the gross masses, in spite of all 
attempts by the elites at limiting their education, was this system incrementally 
negotiated into a more egalitarian and Democratic form of government, a movement 
eventually culminating in the Enlightenment-era concept of a “social compact.”

2g1b1a. Thutmoses or Akhenaten: (-) 2000 - (-) 1600 YP

Most of the Torah myths are borrowed from the “Lost Book of Enki,” but were re-



written by Moses, who also wrote himself into the text by mythologising his own life. 
Borrowing myths about Sargon from Babylon for his nativity narrative, Moses 
records in the Torah he was actually the son of a Hyksos slave in lower Egypt, but 
that he eventually rose to become the second-in-command, the chief-vizier, under 
the Pharoah of all unifed, both nothern and southern, Egypt. Calling the Hyksos who 
ruled only in the north “slaves” of the unified Pharoah, Moses went on to lead all of 
his people out of Egypt in an Exodus across the Sinai. Historically, no other records 
from the time describe any of these events, per se. However, in Egyptian historical 
records, there was listed a High Priest of northern Egypt who attempted to assert his 
own solar-monotheism over the southern Egyptians’ pantheism by building the 
Temple of Karnak, however we are told this rebellious pharaoh was assassinated. 
Nevertheless, under Ahkhenaten’s brother, Thutmoses, there was begun a mass 
immigration of the northern Egyptian Hyksos into the Sinai that would last the next 
800 years, until the Hyksos, by then called Hebrews, were enslaved again by Babylon.

2g1b1b. King David and Prince Solomon: (-) 1600 - (-) 1200 YP

Although in the Torah, Moses himself dies while the Habiru (earlier the Egyptian 
Hyksos, later the Judean Hebrews) are still wandering en masse in the Sinai deserts, 
within only a few generations following his death this gross population had 
instituted its own form of a governmental class-structure in the form of Judges, 
Priests, a High-Priest, and eventually also even a King. A young boy named David was 
elected by the Judges, the Priests and High-Priests, by popular demand for one, to be 
the first King of the Jews. He immediately began the monumental building program 
of the First Temple to the monotheist God of both Ibruim (who called God “Elohim”) 
and of Moses (who called God “YHVH” or “I am what I am”). He died before its 
completion, which was overseen by David’s son, Solomon. Solomon denied the 
concept of monotheism and prefered practising pantheism, siring a son with the 
Nubian, Queen Sheeba of Ethiopia. Attempting to follow in the footsteps of his Hyksos 
ancestors, Solomon’s rejection of his nation’s popular monotheism would come to be 
blamed for their ultimate conquest, generations later, by Babylon.

2g1b1c. Nebuchadnezzar and the captivity: (-) 1200 - (-) 800 YP

Whether Solomon’s pantheism caused them to be conquered or not, the Hebrew 
population found themselves in the same place the disenchanted monotheists had 
been even before Abraham, eg. enslaved under a false monotheist “God,” Marduk, in 
the service of the Empire of Babylon. For those who penned the first written Torahs -  
the encoded myths including Abraham’s “Lost Book of Enki,” Moses’ “Exodus” and the 
later histories of David and Solomon - they benefitted Babylon, but Babylon did not 
benefit them. The service of this scribal class as teachers enhanced the intelligence 
of the indigenous populations, but only at the expense of a regression to an earlier, 
less free form of class-system under a tyrany form of government. Although life 
under the Babylonian clay-reciept taxation of gold form of economy was difficult for 
this class of slave-scribes, it served to galvinise their creative studies of cosmology. It 
was during this time the deposed Hebrew Priests exiled in Babylon developed the cult 
that is, today, called Free Masonry.

2g1b1d. Pythagoras to Julius Ceasar: (-) 800 - (-) 400 YP

Pythagoras was a Free Mason in Babylon. In Samaria north of Judea, he was called 
“Yeshu,” and in the Babylonian-era Talmud he is described as having stolen his 
knowledge of the true name of God from inside an Egyptian Temple and used this to 
work magic. In Hindustan he is remembered as Yavancharya, and in India as Prince 



Siddhartha, who crossed China into Tibet to become the Guatama Buddha. He was 
exiled from Croton, Italy, but was later taken as the basis for the character of Socrates 
by Plato. He is credited as the first monotheist to worship mathematics as his “God.” 
His cult divided the psychic conspiracy of the “Order of Death” into the exoteric 
“mathematikoi” and the esoteric, inner “akousmatikoi.” His “Golden Sayings” and 
writings in the “Corpus Hermetica” would comprise the teachings of Jesus Christ in 
the canonised Latin Vulgate Gospels. Pythagoras, in all these instances, advocated for 
the maximum amount of individual liberty in all actions and thoughts. Nevertheless, 
the Roman Democratic-Republic eventually elected a Caesar, as had Judea a King, the 
Hyksos a Pharoah, and Babylon an emperor - just as “Socrates” taught Plato, Plato 
taught Aristotle, who in turn taught Alexander the Great, the first emperor over the 
entire combined regions of S. Europe, the Meditteranean, Egypt, Babylon and India -  
in the likeness of the progress from Athenian Democracy to the Delian League to 
Emperor Alexander, the later, Roman society would follow from a Democratic-
Republic to an Empire under Caesar to, eventually, the psychic dictatorship of the 
Pope over Christendom.

2g1b1e. Jesus "Christ" to Hassan-Ibn-Sabba: (-) 400 - zero YP

Pythagoras, in his wisdom of astronomy, reformed in secret the solar-calendar and 
set at a date some 500 years following his own death a timeline for dividing the Order 
of Death into an outer-Mathematikoi and an inner-Akousmatikoi. By the date set on 
the new calendar of Pythagoras for the completion of this division, the head of the 
order was a young Essene Gnostic named Yeshu, after the Palestinian name for 
Pythagoras. Although it is recorded in the Roman Gospels Jesus was crucified and 
died, the real person of Yeshu Ben Padia, on whom these stories were based, was not 
killed on a cross, but died many years later of old age. Thus, this archetype of the “Old 
Man of the Mountain” - based on the true person of Yeshua, was reserved for the 
inner-Akousmatikoi Roman Christian Popes, while the masses were, once again, led 
along blindly into feudalism by the worship of a fictional monotheist “son of a God” - 
the Roman Gospels description of Jesus Christ who died on the cross. Therefore, by 
Pythagorean “Year Zero,” the division between the inner and outer aspects of the 
psychic Order of Death was achieved.

2g1c. the third aeon: zero YP - (+) 2000 YP

Following the fictional crucifiction of “Christ, son of God,” described in the Roman 
Gospels, we arrive, again, in our own modern aeon, the so-called “AD” (“Anno 
Domini” meaning “year of our Lord,” or “After Death” in slang) or “CE” (current or 
common era). Here, then, we return to the roles of the 5 “Popes” over the 5 ages in 
our most recent aeon. Throughout this aeon we have seen the devaluation of gold as 
the currency used for money, the relentless persecution of Jews, Arabs, Palestinians 
and Semites by the Roman Catholic Church, no new concepts of religion, and many 
new concepts about why and how to weaken the authority of any or all government. 
Indeed, by now, at the end of this third aeon in exoteric records of human history, we 
have got a fiat paper backed global economy, National Socialism’s ripples in the so-
called “NWO” of rich elite globalists, and a simultaneous dumbing down of the 
intelligentsia and sudden awakening into higher awareness by the gross masses. 
Looking back on feudalism from the perspective of it being past, we consider this 
aeon more of a “Dark Age” over all.

2g1c1. the 5 ages of the third aeon

The religion invented in Jesus’ name has lasted an entire aeon. Although his moral 



teachings have been so mis-applied by the Church in his name, all the sub-cults over 
the various ages of this entire aeon have been forced by his monotheism’s popularity  
to pay hommage, even if only by lip-service, to the religion of Jesus Christ. None 
have taken his words at face value, and all have twisted and perverted the morality 
espoused in the Gospels, but they have all done so relative to the concept of Christ; to 
spite him, so to speak. In this way, the division in the psychic Order of Death between 
the inner-Akousmatikoi and outer-Mathematikoi has been perpetuated, and the rule 
of the psychic conspiracy has been perpetuated over those less psychic, the so-called 
“Cult of Sleep.” However, the smaller the number of members in the ruling class, the 
lower their average intelligence, and thus, the larger the number of the “gross 
masses” (the popular majority), the more psychically aware all those masses become.

2g1c1a. Yeshua and the Essene Zealots: zero - (+) 400 YP

Yeshua Ben Padia wrote a pesher on the Book of Enoch, using contemporary terms 
from the Essene cult’s ranks, the Gnostic and Coptic religions, and the Hebrew 
concepts of cosmology and a monotheist “God.” He wrote this “Angel Scroll” on the 
east coast of the Dead Sea, opposite the west-coast Essene commune at Qumran. 
Although we may never know the true details of this person’s life, there is ample 
superficial evidence in the form of the Vulgate, the Gospel-era Apocryphal 
“Pseudepigrapha” and Roman historians to account for a rough approximation of the 
events at the core of his exile from Qumran, ministry, and later entry into Jerusalem. 
Apparently, Shimeon Ciaphas, called Simon (Magus) Peter or Flavius Josephus, was 
the blood-father of James the Just (the so-called “Righteous Teacher”) and adoptive-
father of Jesus (the so-called “Wicked Priest”). Jospeh had promised to James the 
hand in marriage of James’ half-sister, Joseph’s daughter, Mary Magdalene. But she 
fell in love, instead, with Jesus.

2g1c1b. De Molay and the Knights of Zion: (+) 400 - (+) 800 YP

Jacques DeMolay, Grand Master of the Priory of Zion over the Knights Templar, was 
burned at the stake by the King of France at the order of the Roman Pope for finding 
out that Jesus married Mary Magdalene. The children and family of Jesus, Mary, 
Joseph and James were, collectively, called the Desposyni, and had migrated mainly 
into Europe. Jesus and Mary moved to southern France near the Meditteranean. James 
and the son of Jesus and Mary travelled to England. Jospeh began the Jewish exodus 
out of Judea into Spain. The Roman Pope had originally created the Priory of Zion for 
exclusive membership by the Desposyni. They were to be sent in on an archaelogical 
expedition to explore the ruins beneath Solomon’s Temple, which stood on top of the 
same mountain where, we are told, Abraham once prepared to sacrifice his son. 
When the Desposyni returned to Europe as the Knights Templar, they were purged by 
the Pope, all their holdings divested by force, their members dispersed or killed, and 
their Grand Master, Jacques DeMolay, burnt alive at the stake.

2g1c1d. John Dee and the Regal Rosicrucians: (+) 800 - (+) 1200 YP

Dr. Johannes Dee, from England, discovered the truth about the Desposyni’s betrayal 
by the Roman Pope and the kings of their host European nations. He learned of the 
secret Priory of Zion protecting the Desposyni by discovering many lost secrets of 
the Knights Templar while travelling throughout Europe. At that time, many of the S. 
European nations were suffering from the plague, and it was during this time that, 
dressed in a long-beaked bird mask, Michel Nostradamus, the Catholic Prophet, also 
walked the earth. While Dee travelled in N. Europe, Nostradamus worked in the south. 
In order to bring together the scattered Desposyni of the Priory of Zion into a single, 



vast secret order, Dee worked toward establishing the Rosicrucians, whose inner-
rituals were the contents described by the cipher manuscripts of the Golden Dawn. 
The Rosicrucians, dedicated to protecting secretly the Priory of Zion, included men of 
brilliant minds, such as DesCartes, DaVinci, Newton and Bacon. They remain, to this 
day, as the most open-minded form of “secret” society or occult school, including the 
Masonic OES, the latter-day Golden Dawn and the OTO, all of which also admit women.

2g1c1d. Weishaupt and the Perfected Illuminati: (+) 1200 - (+) 1600 YP

Despite the efforts of Reformationists - prior to occultists like Nostradamus and Dee - 
within the mass populous of European Christendom petitioning for change in the 
feudal tyranny imposed under the Roman Pope - by the era of Dee and Nostradamus - 
the Roman Pope had already orchestrated the Crusades, the Inquisition and the 
purging of all Jews from Spain. This policy of mass genocide did contribute to the 
European plague at the height of the “Dark Ages.” This policy of the Papacy allowed 
the Rosicrucians the ability to publically, yet anonymously, slander the Pope for 
having abandoned the religion of Christianity. A century and a half following Dee’s 
death, a Jesuit professor of Cannon law at Ingolsdtat in Bavaria named Adam 
Weishaupt once again picked up the thread of Dee and Nostradmus’ occultism, and, 
like Dee, sought to apply it against the Pope. However, in this case, it back-fired, and 
the Pope was able to spin the agenda of Weishaupt’s “Illuminati” into proof for a 
threat in the form of Free Masonry. This may have destroyed Weishaupt’s faith in 
humanity, but it served to open a gateway directly between the Pope and the modern 
Boehmian Grove Camp. Just as the Illuminati were alledgedly Anarchists infiltrating 
Free Masonic Lodges, so too are the attendees of the Bohemian Grove Camp’s ritual 
“Cremation of Care” mock human sacrifice on a pyre before an owl, nothing but 
Papal-loyal cowans in any cult they may belong to, double-agents spying for Rome.

2g1c1e. Aliester Crowley and the OTO: (+) 1600 - (+) 2000 YP

Since around the life-time of Dee and Nostradamus, following the Crusades, the 
Inquisition and many pogroms and purges, including causing the European plagues, 
the Roman Pope and the loyalists to the plan, falsely attributed to Weishaupt, laid out 
in the “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion,” have sought to shift the true seat of 
power out of the hands of the Christian Church and into a global occult network of 
secret societies. These occultists are usually professed “Satanists,” however in reality 
worship the ancient Sumerian Pantheon, the Annunaki. They include the majority of 
the wealthy elite and many of their high-level think-tanks for global-planning, 
such as the Trilateral Commission, the Council on Foreign Relations, the 
International Monetary Fund, the Bilderberg Group and, of course, Bohemian Grove. 
The push to unify all existing mystery schools into a single cohesive Order, based on 
the “Golden Dawn’s” original degree-system used in Dee’s Rosicrucianism, was 
embodied at the turn of the 20th century “AD” by Aliester Crowley, who called 
himself the “Anti-Christ,” meaning only the new Pope of the secret Order that ruled 
globally, behind even the Roman Pope over Christendom. Crowley’s movement to 
form a “bund” of all secret societies resulted in the OTO, which is a small sect 
practising ritual sexual intercourse and masturbation techniques which it claims are 
the inner-core teachings of Tantric Yoga in Hinduism and Buddhism.

2g2. the 2 Aeons of pre-history in Atlantis and Lemuria

Along with Crowley’s turn of the 20th century “New Age” movement came a 
resurgeance of interest during the following 100 years until now in the topic of pre-
history, and in particular, of the nature of life during the times prior to the 



Mesopotamian flood around 6,000 years before now. As interest has grown among the 
mass populous in topics such as “Atlantis,” the “Bermuda Triangle,” Easter Island, 
stone-henge, the Giza pyramids, etc., so too has knowledge within the true psychic 
Order of Death increased in quantity and quality on these topics as well. While 
authors like Madame Blavatsky, Edgar Cayce, Carl Jung, even Ayn Rand, attempt to 
mis-lead the curious with their empty ramblings, the true location of our origins in 
“Atlantis” is gradually thawing out from under glaciers that have covered it for the 
past 12,000 years. As modern archaelogists dig deeper, uncovering more and more 
ancient myths and ruins, the original homeland of the first sentient hominids 
remains hiding in plain sight, right under our very noses.

2g2a. the first aeon: (-) 8000 - (-) 6000 YP

Firstly, the 1st aeon of pre-deluvial “Atlantean” history in this context is actually the 
8th aeon the POD has historical records from. However it should be noted that, 
although the archaeological evidence of homo-sapien populations being prevalent 
in all the unglaciated continental land-masses by this aeon is, there are few remains 
to indicate much about their culture or social structure. They were, apparently, 
nomadic, tribal cave-dwellers at this time, with little or no real concepts aspiring to 
what we take for granted today as the notions of “high society,” high technology, a 
high standard of living or the inevitable progress of civilisation. They were coastal 
fishers, plains-wanderers, wild game hunting and wild berry gathering, “primitive” 
people who had only minimal use of verbal language, communicating combining 
gestural and grunted vocal cues. It was not until the end of this aeon, we are told by 
archaeologists, that homo-sapiens had even begun to domesticate cattle and herds 
began to be tended by bedouins (nomad shepherds). It was not even, so it seems, until 
halfway through the next aeon after this (still some 500 years before the flood), that 
the dog was domesticated, the plow invented, and agriculture begun at the birth of 
our modern “civilisation.” However, it is worth noting, it was at the end of this aeon, 
some 500 years before they were first ever sown and cultivated, were the seeds of 
various forms of grains and wheat begun to be stored up in siloes.

2g2a1. the 5 ages of the first aeon (Atlantis in Anarctica)

We can compare the mythologised accounts of the “Annunaki” from “Nibiru” in the 
“Lost Book of Enki” to the facts provided by archaeology, however we must be careful 
to, if ever err, err on the side of science, and reject the myth. Mythology is a frame-
work for constructing an understanding of reality upon, however science is the 
pursuit of comprehending reality directly; thus if the myth is not proven a fact by 
any evidence of science, then it cannot be considered a “higher”  or “more true” 
form of reality than that which, in place of it, serves to be true enough to exist. It 
must be taken, as they say, “with a grain of salt,” wherein this “salt of the earth” 
refers to the practise of the “scorched earth” method of destroying a soil’s fertility. It 
must, that is to say, be taken as partially true and partially only imaginary. What is 
true in myths proven by archaeology should be prefered over what is stated in myths 
but lacks any material evidence to substantiate it. Archaeologists and anthropologists 
compare ancient myths to their own findings regarding ancient relics, and thus so 
too may we. However, recall, this superimposition of myth-originating names does 
not impute that these were the real names of living individuals at these times. We are 
simply using these names as arbitrary markers to plot our course as we compare the 
modern findings of science to the ancient myths of an alien pantheon.

2g2a1a. AN to ANKI: (-) 8000 - (-) 7600 YP



At the beginning of the era of homo-sapien dominance as the most vastly populous 
hominid species on earth, there were still remnants of other hominid species co-
habitating near the caves and campsites of our earliest human ancestors. This, we are 
told, was the original era of “Atlantis.” At this time, there were three hominid species 
walking the earth: the australopithocicus, the cromagnon, and our own species, 
human beings. By this time, neanderthals had largely died out. However small camps 
of different hominid species often happened to crop up very close by to one another. 
We find, for example, in the Keberan caves near Gaza on the furthest east coast of the 
Meditteranean evidence to indicate long-term habitation across hundreds of 
generations by all these species, often times sharing between two or more of them 
for several generations at a time. Although there were other, similar such sites in all 
the other major non-glaciated land-masses, which all became centers of learning 
and cross-cultural exchange between different species of hominids, the Keberan 
cave dwellings began to become a focal point for the concentration of hominid 
populations to such an extent that, as the numbers of humans grew everywhere, the 
numbers of other homind species shrank everywhere else.

2g2a1b. ANIB to ANSHARGAL: (-) 7600 - (-) 7200 YP

It was near the Keberan caves that the first humans and the last australopithicus 
founded the first co-species pact. The australopithecus agreed to teach only this small 
group of earliest people the entirety of the culture the australopithecus had been 
developing for many thousands of years prior to then, and this small group of early 
people agreed to, in exchange for being made leaders of their species, forever pledge 
their loyalty to these australopithecus and to their culture, science and caste system. 
The result of this was that one small group of early cave-people eventually came to 
rule, through assimilation by education or by conquering with superior weapons, all 
the habits, determine all the cultural norms, and set the stage for the development of, 
all the rest of the homo-sapien species spread across the rest of the entire earth. The 
Keberan Cave clan, comprised of young humans and old australopithecus, formed the 
first bond to preserve the ideals of the elder and to empower the rule of the younger. 
This small group were the originators of the first “psychic circle” which would come 
to be called, by now, the “Order of Death” following several thousands of years of 
revisions. This circle of elders cannot be called a “conspiracy” themselves, but the 
result of their original collaborations has since become such in their name. They 
called themselves, the “Annunaki.”

2g2a1d. ANSHAR to ENSHAR: (-) 7200 - (-) 6800 YP

The dying Australopithecus taught the earliest human beings in the Keberan caves 
near modern Gaza. They exlplained to them all the rules of how to operate a psychic 
government. They explained to them the long history of their own species, and how 
they had attempted to preserve, but failed to ever make real, their ideal form of 
psychic government. They explained the reason for their failure was due to the need 
for their species to migrate away from their glaciating homeland, to settle lands that 
had, by their own species’ records, once been covered by glaciers themselves. They 
explained the need this causes for a species to keep track of time, even across cosmic 
scales. However, most importantly to our young, new species of hominid, these 
australopithecus taught our earliest ancestors all they knew about the arts of psychic 
and telepathic communication. One cannot study ideal psychic government unless 
one is able to imagine one could exist. In the long-term, the most important gift the 
australopithecus of this era gave our species at Keberan was to value inspiration, the 
desire for insight.



2g2a1d. DU-URU to LAHMU: (+) 6800 - (-) 6400 YP

The first humans to learn telepathy from the last australopithecus immediately 
began to wage their “Annunaki” proxy-war on the other hominid species. There 
were, by then, nearly no neanderthal, few pure-breed cormagnon, and most of the 
other caves near Keberan were co-habitated by human-cromganon cross-breeds and 
australopithecus-cromagnon cross-breeds. Just as the small tribe of australopithecus-
human cross-breeds were recalled in history as the Pantheon of the “Annunaki,” so 
too were the other cross-breeds of hominid species at the time called the “Nefilim.” 
By superior ingenuity, the “Annunaki” of this era eventually prevailed over the 
surrounding “Nefilim,” and by drawing them inward toward Keberan from across 
the rest of the world, managed to disperse a large portion of the remaining Nefilim 
cross-breed tribes. The method the “Annunaki” used to lure the other “Nefilim” 
toward Keberan was to begin to store grains in siloes. They did this in domed mounds 
such as those at Abu Hureya, Gobleki Tepe and Catal Hayuk. Their goal, which was 
eventually successful, was to condition the “Nefilim” to depend on the “Annunaki.” 
The result around 500 years later was the aggrarian revolution.

2g2a1e. ALALU to ANU: (-) 6400 - (-) 6000 YP

The myths of these times recorded long after them, even after the flood an aeon later, 
state it was at this time that “kingship from Nibiru to Earth descended.” This era was 
marked by the dominance of the Keberan australopithecus-homo-sapien “Annunaki” 
over the remaining australopithceus-cromagnons and cromagnon-homo-sapiens. 
There were, by then, no more remaining pure-breed cromagnons, no more pure-
breed australopithecus, but there were reamining pure-breed homo-sapiens, and 
these were the chiefs of the “Annunaki” tribe from the Keberan caves. In the myths: 
the australopithecus are considered a Pantheon of EBE “Gods;” the pure-breed 
humans are considered the lineage of “Seth;” the australipothecus-cromagnons a 
sub-species resulting from cross-breeding between the “Annunaki” and the pure-
breed humans, called the “Nefilim;” and the cromagnon-humans the lineage of 
“Cain.” Just as, in the myths, “Seth” was loyal to the “Annunaki,” the so-called “Gods 
of his fathers,” so too was “Cain” loyal to the “Nefilim.” The Nefilim taught the 
lineage of Cain all they knew, being the elder hominid cross-breed sub-species of the 
two, however the Annunaki and lineage of Seth rapidly outstripped their competitors 
by using advances in medicine to shorten their gestation periods and prolong their 
own life-spans.

2g2b. the second aeon: (-) 8000 - (-) 6000 YP

So begins the aeon described in the Torah’s Genesis chapters as “the Garden of Eden” 
and in the “Lost Book of Enki” as the collonisation of earth and creation of our 
species by aliens from “Nibiru;” by the time of the Mesopotamian flood at the end of 
this aeon, mankind had been exiled from Eden, had been abandoned by their alien 
“Gods,” and had split into three camps: 1) the Sethites in the city of Enoch to the East 
of Eden; 2) the Cainites, the so-called 5 Kings of Edom, who lived in caves to the North 
of Enoch; and 3) the Nefilim, who were cross-breeds between the Sethites and 
Cainites, and dwelt also in the city of Enoch. It is said, the flood was sent to destroy all 
life on earth because of the amount of hedonism that was rampant among the species 
of people. As we have already seen (in earlier chapters, here) the first small towns 
rebuilt in Mesopotamia following the flood were rapidly conquered into territories in 
the expansionist Babylonian Empire. The hedonism we have encountered native to 
Babylon originated with the Cainites and Nefilim before the Mesopotamian flood.



2g2b1. the 5 ages of the second aeon (Lemuria in Oceania)

It was during the final aeon prior to the flood at the beginning of modern recorded 
history that 4 of the contemporary species of hominids died out, leaving only humans 
to repopulate the earth following the flood. The reason for this was that, in all the 
other areas of the planet, the populations of these species had been diminishing as 
their vast majority were migrating toward Mesopotamia, the area of the final flood. 
Just as these species which all died during this era are, in the Genesis books of both 
Torah and the Lost Book of Enki, described as only having been created at this time. 
Likewise, although the tsunami that covered Mesopoamtia in silt some 6,000 years ago 
was the last of those to occur that forced the nomadic relocationing of the hominids 
prior to this time, it is described by Moses and Abraham as being the only one at all. 
Both of these concepts from “religious” texts are false: the 5 hominid species were 
not all created in this aeon, but did all go extinct in this era, and the flood of 
Mesopotamia was not the only such natural disaster precipitating relocationing and 
repopulation. It is true, however, that the majority of the remaining populations of 
other hominids did go extinct during this aeon, and many of them perished in the 
Mesopotamian flood.

2g2b1a. homo-erectus (Eve): (-) 6000 - (-) 5600 YP

The “religious” texts descriptions of Adam and Eve in Eden could not have originated 
prior to the homo-erectus species, our earliest predecessor hominids. However, 
because it seems as though the genetic traits of homo-erectus were bred recessively 
and have eventually become maternally inherited, it is considered that homo-erectus 
were, in these myths themselves, symbolic of “Eve,” the wife, and not of “Adam,” the 
austrolopithicus species whom the homo-erectus first encountered near the Keberan 
caves in modern Palestine. This implies the original mythical accounts of these first 
encounters, described in these myths as occuring when “Eve” was created from a rib 
of “Adam,” might actually derive from the point of view of the homo-erectus species, 
and have begun the practise of female idol carving to commemorate them as “Eve.”

2g2b1b. australopithicus (Adam): (-) 5600 - (-) 5200 YP

There can be, presently, no proof from the archaeological records of the area, 
because it remains covered by glaciers, however it appears obvious to some now that 
the australopithicus species actually originated long prior to the earliest homo-
erectus on the, then unfrozen, continent of Antarctica. It appears possible, moreover 
than the australopithicus having originated there, the homo-erectus may have 
emerged in S. Africa first and been migrating north at a time when a land-bridge 
still connected S. Africa to Antarctica. However, from the archaeological evidence of 
the era we can gather, australopithicus and homo-erectus may have first met and co-
habitated in the Keberan caves area near Gaza because as the homo-erectus migrated 
north by land, the Antarctican australopithicus may have arrived there by boat 
along the African coastline. Thus we can’t entirely rule out the possibility the homo-
erectus of S. Africa may also have gotten there from Antarctica by boat, and not 
necessarily by land-bridge connecting these continents.

2g2b1d. cromagnons (Cain): (-) 5200 - (-) 4800 YP

When the homo-erectus met the australopithicus in the Keberan cave area, the 
homo-erectus called the australopithocenes “Annunaki” (alien “Gods”), but the 
australopithocene considered the homo-erectus thier inferiors, calling them “Eve.” 
By the time of the origins of the Cromagnon sub-species produced from the cross-



breeding of the australopithicus and homo-erectus hominid species, both species’ 
myths about the other were already well-intertwined into different eras in one story, 
just different chapters in the same book. The Annunaki were “alien Gods” in the first 
myths, and they created both “Adam” and “Eve” as archetypes by interbreeding with 
hominids. Cromagnons spread throughout Europe and Asia by land, and eventually 
crossed the land-bridge connecting N.E. Asia to N.W. America. There is evidence of 
cromagnons populating the southernmost tip of S. America already by the time the 
first homo-sapiens began to cross the land-bridge into N. America from N.E. Asia.

2g2b1d. neanderthals (Abel): (-) 4800 - (-) 4400 YP

Nenaderthals were the shortest lived sub-species of hominid hybrids cross-bred from 
australopithicus and homo-erectus. They developed tools and began the cultivation of 
grains that would eventually result in the agrarian revolution and the domestication 
of cattle for use in large farms that would, later still, become the first cities of Sumer. 
Although it is not known by anthropologists now which of the early hominid species 
started the practise of burial of the dead, however considering that, in the mythical 
accounts of the modern “religious” texts, the character associated with the 
neanderthal sub-species, “Abel,” is murdered long before the deaths of “Adam,” 
“Eve” or “Cain,” it is possible the ritual of burial of the dead originated with the 
neanderthals. The gradual extinction of the neanderthal sub-species is used in the 
mythical texts to tell a moral story about the concept of murder.

2g2b1e. homo-sapiens (Seth): (-) 4400 - (-) 4000 YP

It is written also in these “religious” myths that the human species, which, prior to 
the flood, co-habitated with cromagnons in Mesopotamia, S.E. of the Keberan caves. It 
is written the “Cainites” lived to the north and the “Sethites” to the south, both to the 
east of “Eden.” In the myths we are told explicitely, albeit inadvertantly, that 7 
generations of early humans (“Sethites”) elapsed during the lifetimes of only 5 life-
spans of our elders, the cromagnons (“Cainites”). We are also told, albeit again only 
by accident, that not only “Abel,” but also “Adam” and “Eve” as well as 5 generations 
of “Cainites” and 7 of the “Sethites” had already passed on prior to the Biblical flood, 
the deluge of Mesopotamia. We are told the “Sethite” humans prior to the flood lived 
in the city of “Enoch,” named after its founder, of the first generation of “Cainites.” 
Just as we are told that “the sons of God” and the “wives of men” also interbed at this 
time, it should be noted that, according to the myths, Noah, the first offspring to such 
a hybid sub-sub-species, was born an albino. Lamech, Noah’s father, was said to have 
been both a “Cainite” and a “Sethite,” the offspring of a cromagnon and human. Thus 
Noah, the first off-spring of this off-spring, was said to be the first human following 
the Mesopotamian flood to repopulate the rest of the world (although we understand 
this to be merely a metaphor for the ruling class of homo-sapiens establishing 
expanding influence over larger areas as the Sumero-Akkadian empire).

2g3. the vision of the Antarctican Ardepithicus

The ideals contained at the core of “Atlantean Democracy” are very old. They were, it 
seems at the time I write this, originally formulated by a pre-hominid species of ape. 
This species had lived in Antarctica prior to even the earliest australopithicus there, 
and are called nowdays the long-extinct species of “ardepithicus.” This species, we in 
the POD believe because our historical records cannot trace these concepts back any 
earlier, were the earliest to conceptualise of the importance to Democracy of the # 3. 
The triangle, because it is the simplest form of 2-d polygon, forms the 3 pillars of law: 
the salt pedestal (corinthian over doric), the sulfer column (doric over ionic) and the 



mercury pillar (ionic over corinthian) which, in turn, symbolise the 7 Executives 
branch, the 13 Judicial branch and the 23 Senate branch of “Atlantean” Democracy. 
We can date the impact of the # 3 on these ideals of Democracy to no earlier than this 
time period, when ardepithicus apes wandered the conjoined super-continent of 
Pangea.

2g3a. the 15 "Popes" of the "Papal Court"

Central to “Atlantean” Society as defined in its “Constitutions” are the 4 elemental 
Lodges that initiate citizens into the social class-system and its ranks, and the parallel 
system of the “Lemurian” church-bank, responsible for electing a “Pope” to serve 
on behalf of the church-bank among the “Chief Executives;” both of which are 
comparable in their use as their membership sum the # 15. In the “Papal Court,” or 
an “Ecumenical Senate” when electing a new Pope, one of these 15 is (or will be 
elected) the “Pope.” In the system of 4 elemental Lodges, the number of members 
necessary to convene one lodge for a session of the 23 member “Senate” is 15, where 
5 “Grand-Masters” serve as the “Senators” from each lodge, and 10 “Masters” serve to 
guard each Lodge while the “Senator / Grand-Masters” meet. The reason for this 
seredipity is simple: so that, should one system fail, it may be replaced by the other. If 
ever there are only 15 members of a group, this group can restore both systems of 
“Atlantean” society: the 4 elemental Lodges for initiating citizens, and the 
“Lemurian” church-bank system.

2g3b. the 7 aeons of the "Chief Executives"

There are certain events, among all those that recur in cycles, that occur only once 
every 14,000 years. The Essenes of Qumran measured their calendar of the solar aeons 
into such a span, and called it a “Jubilee” of 7 Aeons. They associated these 7 “days” of 
a 14,000 year-long “week” with the 7 Olympic planets that “ruled over” the 12 signs 
of the zodiac-round along a series of 7 parallel lattitudes across the circle’s diameter. 
This model itself originated as a rubric translating between the pre- and post-deluge 
calendars used in the area of Mesopotamia. The post-deluge model used, as stated, the 
12 signed zodiac-round divided across by 7 Olympic planetary “rulers.” The pre-
deluge model used 7 different sized squares around a “phi” spiral forming the shadow 
of a tesseract seen from above one its corners. These 7 squares symbolised 7 aeons of 
evolution upward along the “phi” spiral genetic tree.

2g3c. the division between homonids (Laurasia) and the kaf-ape (Gondwana)

Ultimately, the ardepithicus species split into two prime sub-species: the hominids 
would go on to generate the australopithicus and homo-erectus species; the kaf-ape 
would eventually degenerate into the snub-nosed families of apes. The term “kaf” 
itself derives from the ancient Egyptian language and refers to this genetic “cousin” 
of our own species as the “ape of Thoth” for its human-like facial expressions. In 
Egyptian myths, the “ape” form of Thoth was the prototypical “Cerberus” creature, 
guardian of the river Styx, the “Am Duat” or Egyptian “Way of the Dead.” The “ape” 
of Thoth was depicted as “Ammut,” a hybrid of a lion, a hippotamus and a crocadile, 
because (as with the later “salt, sulfer and mercury” of “Hermetic” Alchemy), these 
three animals symbolised the “vital elements” (the 3 states of solid, liquid gas, also 
known to Buddhists as a pig a rooster and a snake) that, combined in one, resulted in 
the genetic admixture for the “ape of Thoth.” The hippo hind flank symbolised stasis, 
the lion fore-arms mobility and the crocadile head viscosity, however these were also 
meant as a symbol for the proper ratios at which to combine these traits to render it.



2g3d. the super-continent of Pangea: prior to (-) 8000 YP

Because so much of the fossil record from the time between when Antarctica broke 
away from Pangea until the time when the earliest hominids and humans co-
habitated in the Keberan caves remains unknown at this time due to Antarctica 
being frozen over by impermeable ice-sheets, it is ultimately only speculation to say 
anything at all about the proto-hominid species such as ardepithicus, let alone the 
pre-human hominids of which we only know so little. For example, it is speculation to 
say that australopithicus may have originated in Antarctica, and it is entirely a guess 
to attribute to them any contribution to our modern philosophies at all. Ultimately, 
that is the fact: we do not now know. This won’t be changed by my speculations at 
this time either way. Therefore, because it is a harmless suggestion either way, I do 
hypothesize, as I’ve stated here, that Antarctica was inhabited by several proto-
hominid and possibly even also hominid species prior to its entering its current 
phase of ice-bergs and glaciation.

outro: Why there is only 1 Pope of the 5 "bund" Pythagorean Order of Death

The best way to visualise the 5 “bund” degrees of the POD would be to compare them to 
a collection of multiple, simultaneous political parties. In terms of everything, from 
the roles of the 5 area chair Senators, to the roles of the 5 Grand Master Senators 
from each of the 5 elemental Lodges, to the roles of 2 groups of 5 alternates / guards -  
who wait in the Lodge during a Senate session, to the roles played by the 3 ranks who 
fill the 3 degrees of the Lemurian Church-Bank, the law of 5’s reigns throughout the 
Atlantean Society described by the POD. Because there are 5 Grand Master Senators 
from each of the 5 Lodges, and 5 Area Chair Senators from among them, we say the 
“bund” degrees serve as “political parties,” however 3 of the 5 “bund” parties also 
have a role in the Lemirian Church-Bank religion as well. In the class structure of 
the Lemurian Church-Bank, the 5 “bund” degrees contribute to only 3 ranks: 6 
priest-tellers, 10 monk-accountants and 15 papal-investors: each rank corresponds to 
a group that then can be broken down into three groups, comprised of 3 of the 5 
“bund” degrees. The remaining 2 “bund” degree political parties are fraternal 
exclusively, and do not admit women; these 2, Lodge-oriented political parties have 
equal representation in the Senate, additional power in Lodge, and hence, as a check 
and balance, no power at all allocated in the Lemurian Church-Bank religion. The 
members of all 5 “bund” parties are subject to only voluntary taxation to pay the 
church-bank to allow the government to continue to run. The members of the latter 
3 “bund” degrees who can and who do serve in the Lemurian Church-Bank are 
subject to no taxation at all.

The 5 “bund” degrees are groups one can belong to in Atlantean society, alike 
political parties in modern society, that are divided along clear-cut lines about a wide 
array of topical social issues. The more diversity between these groups the better the 
Democracy of the government can function. In such a system, having even one Pope 
is not necessary. Ultimately speaking, neither government nor a religio-economy 
are necessary for human survival either, however Atlantean Democracy comes as 
close as possible to phasing them out. However, if in the event of the Atlantean 
Senate electing to convene the Ecumenical Senate from their lodges to form a Papal 
Court to elect a Pope of the POD, the Pope is given no special powers, priveledges or 
rights. They have only some minor additional duties. However, ultimately, all the ZPE 
in the coffers of the Lemurian Church-Bank rightfully belongs to the People, not to 
the government, nor to the government’s bank. The government are simply allowed 
by the People to use the Bank’s coffers on their behalf.


